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MONEYIN DEptH
Chimes 
Serenade 
Campus
New system brings 
Westminster chimes 
back to the university
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If you’re walking around campus 
and hear bells ringing every hour 
and quarter hour, don’t fret.

It’s not the adventures of the night 
before – or from really early this 
morning – catching up with you. 

And no one named Quasimodo 
has been hired by the institution.

The sounds you hear are those 
of Cal State Fullerton’s new carillon 
chime system from Maas-Rowe 
Carillons Inc. that was installed late 
this spring in the Pollack Library. 

Made possible by a $30,000 
donation from long-time campus 
supporter Bill McGarvey, the bells 
were installed just before graduation 
in May, said Pamela Hillman, 
the vice president of University 
Advancement in an e-mail interview.

Hillman said it was President 
Gordon’s advisory board and the 
president himself who decided 
to seek the funds for the chimes.

Campus facilities identified 
the cost for a chime system, and 
Hillman worked with Bill Barrett 
in the office of the Vice President 
for Administration and Finance 
in order to find the funds for it.

Hillman requested the funds 
from McGarvey, a community 
member, and the physical 
plant installed the system.

The system from the Escondido-
based company mimics Westminster 
chimes using a compact disc player, a 
250-watt amplifier and four 60-watt 
waterproof speakers. The speakers 
have been strategically placed on 
the library roof in order to spread 
the sound around the campus.

Though the system is 
digital, there is still a little bit 
of the old school left in them.

The chime sounds are created 
at the moment they are heard by 
small clappers striking precisely 
tuned metal – like miniature bells.

Just as in a large bell like those 
found at the top of the Notre 
Dame cathedral, the vibrating 
metal creates the sound, which is 
then amplified by the speakers.

The songs that the bells play are 
determined by the compact discs that 
have been inserted into the system.

Systems like CSUF’s are on 
about half of all Cal State and 
University of campuses, said Joel 
Bloom, the sales and marketing 
coordinator at Maas-Rowe.

One reason that Bloom cites for the 
systems’ popularity is Maas-Rowe’s 
proximity to California schools. 

In all, there are only three major 
companies that sell carillon systems, 
and Maas-Rowe is the only one 
located in California, Bloom said.

However, Bloom said 
another factor is the sound 
of the Maas-Rowe systems.

“Bells are typically not very 
musical,” because they don’t sound 
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Health Center 
Keeps Accreditation
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The Accreditation Association 
for Ambulatory Health Care Inc., 
the same agency that regulates 
and accredits the U.S. Air Force, 
renewed Cal State Fullerton’s 
accreditation this year, continuing 
a twenty-year streak for the facility.

Mary Hermann, director of 
Health Education and Promotion 
for CSUF, said that the university, 
like previous years, scored highly 
amongst surveyors who check if the 
facility is running up to standard.

During the two-day process the 
association checks that policies are 
updated, credentialed providers are 
following guidelines for privacy, 
the facilities are clean and that 
the administration is holding 
monthly meetings to monitor the 
policies of the health center and 
safety guidelines, Hermann said.

“We have typically performed very 
well,” Hermann said. “We have a 
great staff that is pretty on time with 
the regulation and quality control, 
and we always walk away from the 
accreditation process with very minor 
recommendations for change.”

Accreditation Association 
coordinator Africa McWilliams 
said the groups standards are 
updated every year according to 
achievements in the industry and 
changes in government regulation. 
Further, the Association prides itself 
in being a multi-functional surveyor.

“What we try to do is be an 
education organization so our 
surveyors go in, and if [a facility] 
does not meet a standard we usually 
try to provide them with the 
corrective measures and they are 
given suggestions and are allowed a 
time period to correct any concerns.” 
McWilliams said. “So it really 
depends on the institution whether 
or not the process is difficult for 
them. We do our best to try and help.”

Herman said that the primarily 
student-funded health center 
doesn’t necessarily benefit 
directly from accreditation, the 
students and the university do.

“I think that it proves to the 
student that we have quality control 
measures,” Hermann said. “The 
students have the right to receive 
quality health care services and it 
also allows the student to know 
that there is a governing body and 
a checks-and-balances system.”

“Issues are addressed and 
eliminated and we like to know 
that our facility is performing 
at a level where the students are 
receiving top level care,” Herman 
said. This is important considering 
many ambulatory health care 
facilities don’t use the most 
current medical practices, she said.

Junior criminal justice major Nancy 
Ortiz said that students should value 
the services they have on campus.

“When you think about all the 
people who can’t afford decent 
health care, or any health care 
at all, in our country you have 
to feel lucky to have a center on 
campus that provides you with it 
and at a high quality too,” she said.

CSUF maintains 
industry standards and 
proves students can get 
quality care for free

bY tHE NuMbErS

22,000
Number of students who utilize the 

Student Health Center each year

440,000
Number of appointments booked  

per year

365
Number of days a year the health 

center is open

SOurCE: CSuf Student Health Center

0
Number of dollars a student will spend 
on an average general health care visit

Full-Time Faculty Receive Laptops
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Cal State Fullerton is the first 
school in the CSU system to 
provide all full-time faculty with 
brand new laptops. The program, 
in keeping with CSUF’s propensity 
toward technology in education, 
should enable professors more 
freedom and flexibility than ever.

The rollout, pushed through 
by President Gordon, was 
effective earlier this spring. 

The Information Technology 
department is about 70 percent 
of the way through rolling out 
the laptop program, said Amir 
Dabirian, the chief information 
technology officer for the campus.

Among other benefits, faculty 
will have the ability to be online 
anytime, anywhere; to answer e-
mails; and see student records.

Linda Orozco, professor of 
Educational Leadership, was 
in Thailand for the summer 
to lead a student program and 
her laptop enabled her to stay 
connected to the university and 
do things she had never been 
able to do on previous trips.

“With my laptop and my 
camera, which I purchased to work 
in conjunction with the laptop, 
I was able to have a conference 
with the dean of the Humanities 
and Social Sciences department,” 
Orozco said. “She was able to meet 
15 of my students in Thailand, 
who saw her and talked to her and 
she met them with. So with the 
video and audio, it was amazing.”

Orozco was also able to 
access files from her desktop 
back in California and said the 
new laptops make computer 
management so much easier.

“I can pull out a PowerPoint from 
my desktop to my laptop, I don’t have 
double files everywhere,” she said. “It 
gives me access to all the software that 
the campus has to offer, and I’m not 
violating any agreements regarding 
piracy. Before I couldn’t do that.”

Victoria Costa, chair and 
professor of the Department 
of Secondary Education, 
said that benefits will trickle 
down to the student as well.

“It enables us to be online anytime, 
anywhere, to answer e-mails and see 
students, so there is increased access 
from the professor to the student,” 
Costa said. “The professor is using 
technology more efficiently and 
effectively because they will hopefully 
be using the technology more.”

This is an important aspect 
for professors like Costa and 
Orozco, who value technological 
coordination in the educational 
spectrum. Orozco thinks it will 
even help faculty that may not 
see the immediate advantages.

“There are professors like myself 
who have always tried to use the 
technology, we know what the 
capacity might be and we latch on 
to it,” she said. “But then there 
are professors that may have not 
caught on. When they realize they 
can access student records and 

Technology offers more 
mobility for professors, 
students will benefit too
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Students will be able to park 
without a permit in any of the 
student parking lots until Sept. 1.

The grace period for parking 
without a permit was added for this 
semester because of a production 

error with the company that 
produces the permits for Cal 
State Fullerton students, said Sam 
Komolafe, an officer with CSUF’s 
parking and transportation services.

Students who ordered their 
permit online might receive 
their permits late, he said, but 
students can still purchase permits 
at the cashier’s office, as usual.

Because it will be impossible 
to enforce parking in student 
lots during the grace period, no 

Students have grace 
period of two weeks 
before they can be cited

SEE pArkINg - pAgE A4 
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The cost of a pack of cigarettes 
in California may jump to a record 
price if Proposition 86 passes in 
the November elections. The 
proposition will add an historic 
300 percent, or $2.60 per pack. 

Maria Robles, a registered 
nurse and spokesperson for Yes 
on Proposition 86 said that the 
proposition could save lives.  

“California is facing a whole 
host of healthcare priorities,” 
Robles said.  “Prop 86 will reduce 
smoking significantly in the state 
particularly where our children 
are concerned and help us resolve 
these priorities.”

Robles referenced an 

independent study conducted 
by the California Department of 
Health.  In the study, an increase 
in taxes of this magnitude would 
potentially prevent 700,000 
underage children from smoking 
as well as help half a million adults 
to quit.  

The proposition, initiated 
primarily by the healthcare 
industry, outlines the creation of 
a fund that would serve to pay, 
for among other things: children’s 
health insurance; emergency 
care services; nurse education 
(including increased funding for 
nursing programs in the UC, 
Cal State and community college 
systems); disease prevention, 
treatment and research; tobacco-
use prevention and control and 
supplementation to Proposition 10 
programs resultant of California’s 
last tobacco-tax increase in 1998. 
Opponents of the proposition, 
comprised largely of tobacco 
corporations, retailers, taxpayer 
groups and some law enforcement 
say that the measure will increase 

state deficit, crime rate and has 
clear and obvious language written 
into the ballot label that exempts 
hospitals from certain anti-trust 
laws.  

“The biggest misconception is 
that this is a measure that would 
stop teens from smoking and 
help current smokers keep from 
smoking,” said No on Proposition 
86 spokesperson, Carla Hass. 
“Only 10 percent of revenue goes 
to any kind of smoking cessation 
program.  But it has been marketed 
as a stop smoking campaign.” 

Hass said legislative analysis 
points to a clear money-trail that 
leads to large hospital corporations 
receiving 40 percent of fund 
revenue.  

“The bottom line goes toward 
the hospital accounting offices 
who can use it to pay off bad debt 
or unpaid doctor fees,” Hass said. “ 
Basically, 85 percent of the money 
raised goes to things 

Smokers face More taxes With prop. 86
by kevin rogers / Daily titan photo Editor

Health industry wants 
smokers to fund special 
programs with taxes

SEE SMOkErS - pAgE A4 
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A construction worker prepares some of the final touches on Nutwood Avenue last Friday. 
Nutwood has been under construction for months now, with the completion of the new 
entrance into Lot E.  Construction will be on and off throughout the school year. (See Pages 6 
and 7 for construction updates) 

bY kEVIN rOgErS / Daily titan photo Editor 
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It is the policy of the Daily Titan to correct any inaccurate information 
printed in the publication as soon as the error is discovered. Any incorrect 
information printed on the front page will result in a correction printed on 
the front page. Any incorrect information printed on any other page will 
be corrected on page 2. Errors on the Opinion page will be corrected on 
that page. Corrections also will be noted on the online version of the Daily 
Titan. 

Please contact Managing Editor Cindy Tullues at (714) 278-5693 or 
at ctullues@dailytitan.com with issues about this policy or to report any 
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NatioNal
Darmin Garcia, a 21-year-

old Wisconsin man, spent 
two hours immersed in a vat 
of 110 degree chocolate after an 
accident at the Debelis Corp. 
plant Friday morning. Garcia 
was attempting to unclog a huge 
vat of chocolate when he slipped 
in, needing the assistance of co-
workers, police and firefighters. 

“It was in my hair, in my ears, 
my mouth, everywhere,” said 
Garcia. “I felt like I weighed 900 
pounds. I couldn’t move.”  The 
Willy Wonka-esque fiasco ended 
after cocoa butter was added into 
the vat to thin out the stubbornly 
thick chocolate.  The worker was 
taken to Aurora Medical Center 
and released with minor injuries.

State
San Quentin guards combed 

the cell of Richard Davis, who 
was incarcerated for the 1993 
kidnapping and murder of 12-
year-old Polly Klass, for signs 
of communication between the 
convict and JonBenet Ramsey 
suspect John Mark Karr. 

The connection between 
the two stems from the Karr’s 
revelations that he had a letter 
from Davis; and Karr resided in 
Klass’ hometown of Petaluma from 
2000- 2001 and was charged with 
misdemeanor Child Pornography 
possession while there. 

“Our reasoning was that if there 
was evidence of them having this 
relationship, then it might shed 
some light on things — it wasn’t 
a far reach,” said Lt. Eric Messick. 

“But I don’t think we’ve found 
anything so far suggesting there 
was a nexus between Davis, 
Karr and JonBenet Ramsey. 
Obviously Richard Allen  
Davis was in prison at that  
time.”  

local
A 27-year-old Laguna Niguel 

man was sentenced to 13 years 
in prison on charges of hate 
crimes, stalking and a slew of 
other infractions. Chad Edward 
Moreland’s imprisonment stems 
from a Sep. 28, 2004 incident at 
Costa Mesa’s Goat Hill Tavern, 
where he bellowed threats and 
racial slurs at an African American 
patron while attempting to 
slice him with a box cutter. 

In addition to the hate 
crimes, Moreland’s sentence was 
lengthened by guilty pleas to sale 
of narcotics, possession of narcotics 
and stalking an ex-girlfriend. 

Compiled by Adam Levy / Daily titan News Editor

SUNDAY
On August 13 at 6:26 p.m., a 

suspicious persons report was filed 
on non-dorm residents who were 
playing volleyball in the dorm area. 

The subjects didn’t acquiesce to 
the property staff ’s wishes when 
asked to vacate the premises. 

MONDAY
On August 14, at 1:40 a.m., 

officers initiated activity with 
a man and woman lighting a  
trash can on fire 
outside of Jax Bicycle. 

On August 14, at 11:06 a.m., 
a suspicious piece of mail was 
reported from the mailroom 
on N. State College Bl. 

Campus police review its 
contents and checked it out.

On August 14, at 3:46 

p.m., a suspicious package 
was reported from the Library. 
Campus police review its 
contents and checked it out.

On August 17, at 5:51 p.m. 
a man in a hooded sweatshirt 
was allegedly looking at child 
pornography in the basement 
of the Titan Student Union on 
the computers adjacent to the 
bowling alley. A report was filed.

THURSDAY
On August 17, at 6:37 p.m., a 

woman was seen talking on a cell 
phone while leaving a hysterical, 
unattended child in her vehicle. 

When asked if she was going 
to attend to her child by an 
onlooker, the woman said 
she would, but did nothing. 

The woman was described as 
dark-skinned, in her early 30s, 

wearing a burgundy shirt and 
black pants. Campus police were 
unable to locate the suspect.

SUNDAY 
On August 20, at 4:52 

a.m., a custodian reported the 
presence of an unidentified 
white male, 45-50 years old with 
dark hair in the Humanities 
building. Campus police were 
unable to locate the suspect.

On August 20, at 6:50 a.m., 
a campus plumber reported 
the presence of an unidentified 
woman, believed to be homeless, 
in the Kinesiology building. 
The black-haired woman, 
believed to be in her 40s was 
wearing a dark green top and 
black pants. Campus police were 
unable to locate the suspect.

Today thru Sept. 22: Wendy Peng and Dan 
Herchek’s “Visual Word/Verbal Image” will be on 
display in the TSU’s Center Gallery. The exhibit 
explores form and function of even promotion 
through graphic design using 2D and 3D images.

Tuesday, Aug. 22: Learn what fraternity life is all 
about as you chow-down on free BBQ in the Quad, 
sponsored by Greek Life and Interfraternity Council. 
The grill will be open from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Tuesday, Aug. 22: Check out what special resources 
CSUF has for night students during an Evening 
Services Fair from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., between 
McCarthy Hall and University Hall.

Wednesday, Aug. 23: Free Snack Attack at Irvine 
Campus. Enjoy a free snack from 3:30 p.m. to 7:00 
p.m. courtesy of the New Student Program.

Friday, Aug 25: Ever wondered what a frat house 
looks like? This is your chance during Fraternity 
House Tour Day, sponsored by Greek Life and 
Interfraternity Council.

Sunday, Aug. 27: The Titans women’s soccer team 
opens their season with a home game against Idaho. 
The Titans finished last season 19-4 and reached the 
Sweet 16 in the NCAA tournament. Admission is 
free to students with CSUF ID.

Tuesday, Aug. 29: Free bowling and billiards 
from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Titan Student Union 
Underground. The event, billed as an open house to 
highlight TSU-U entertainment options, will also 
have free giveaways and refreshments.
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Imagine walking into any 
classroom at Cal State Fullerton, and 
finding that there are no professors 
in any of them.

The students are there, tuitions 
have been paid, but there is no 
one to teach any of the classes. The 
professors did not walk out, nor are 
they protesting – they simply can no 
longer teach there.

This is not as much of a stretch 
as you might believe, if the prices of 
Orange County homes continue to 
rise beyond the paychecks of CSUF 
faculty and staff. Fortunately for 
students, something is being done 
about this by the college housing 
authority.

While CSUF wants to bring 
in nationally recruited professors, 
the campus is at a competitive 
disadvantage because of high housing 
costs in Southern California.

Orange County has become the 
country’s second most expensive 
housing market. The third-quarter 
median home price in 2005 rose 
10 percent from 2004 to $710,700 
- more than three times the national 
median of $215,900, according to 
a 2005 article in The Wall Street 
Journal’s Real Estate Journal. With 
an average full-time professor salary 
of $65,000 and the high price of 
housing, CSUF may not be the most 
appealing destination for professors 
to come.

Enrollment has been at all-time 
highs the last few years, and with 
increased student enrollment, more 
professors and staff will be needed.

Enter the CSUF Housing 
Authority. This non-profit 

organization was established in 2000 
“to provide and maintain affordable 
housing and related facilities for 
faculty and staff,” according to their 
Web site.

The housing authority already 
completed University Gables and 
is currently working on University 
Heights, tentatively scheduled for 
completion in early 2007.

Many universities give employees 
financial assistance to buy houses, 
according to a frequently asked 
questions sheet for the University 
Heights project, but because CSUF 
does not have a large endowment 
for this, they must look at other 
options.

Borrowing a plan that UC Irvine 
has used for a couple of decades, 
CSUF purchases land, has an 
outside developer build the homes, 
sells the homes to faculty and staff 
and the housing authority keeps 
ownership of the land, said Bill 
Dickerson, executive director of the 
CSUF Housing Authority.

Because the housing authority 
owns the land, they can keep the 
price low. 

It is “self-supporting and remains 
affordable and available over time 
for future employees,” according to 
University Heights informational 
documents.

In a speech last year President 
Gordon said that 289 new tenured 
faculty members were hired in the 
last five years, and that he wants to 
hire 80 new faculty members every 
year.

This “creates an important need 
for more housing. The 128 homes 
currently available doesn’t cover this 
need,” Dickerson said.

“Gables homes originally sold at 
about half the market value and 
Heights will be approximately 20 to 
25 percent under market value,” said 
Gary Del Fium, property-planning 
manager for the CSUF housing 
authority. “We strive to make the 
homes available for 25 to 30 percent 

less than the average market value.”
So how can the housing authority 

build houses for so much less than 
market value? 

People in any area are not happy 
to see a large amount of houses go 
up and all the people and problems 
that usually go with it, but it is 
much easier to sway a community 
when it is going to be faculty from a 
university, who are considered smart, 
quiet, mature people, Dickerson 
said.

“It’s called the halo effect,” 
Dickerson said.  “The community 
also knows that the housing will 
stay with the university, and no one 
but faculty will ever live there. The 
developer also has little risk, because 
all homes are guaranteed to be sold 
in a quick manner.”

President Gordon reserves the 
right to assign some of the available 
housing for faculty he wants to bring 
to CSUF. Last year he brought in 
anthropology professor, John Patton 
from Washington State University. 
“They made an attractive offer for 
me to come here, and it was a no-
brainer,” Patton said. “The housing 
was a wonderful recruitment 
tool, I might not have come here 
otherwise.”

“It’s like the ‘Wonder Years,’ 
you can stand out on the street 
and watch all the kids playing, it’s 
a nice, safe neighborhood where 
everyone knows each other,” 
said Charles Kissel, director of 
Titan Shops, who is also a Gables 
resident and Advisory Committee  
member. 

Even though the CSUF housing 
authority has only been operating 
for about six years, they already 
have one development finished, one 
wrapping up and several others in 
the works. 

It is a strategic investment in 
the future, as everything the CSUF 
housing authority does today will 
keep the university competitive 
tomorrow.
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CSuf Houses faculty
Campus provides 
afforable housing options  
to faculty members 

Doug McWhorter, sophmore psychology major, carries a basket full of 
clothes as he moves into his on-campus dorm on Saturday August 19, 2006.  

bY SONgHA LEE / Daily titan photo Editor 

MOVINg DAY
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(From Page One)
very in tune, he said. Maas-Rowe’s bells 
are more pleasing to the ear, he said.

Typical carillon systems tend 
to sound flat or sharp because 
those systems have either all-
major or all-minor sets of bells. 
CSUF’s new system has both sets.

The dissonant sound is eliminated 
by using these sets of bells in  
dif ferent combinations 
for every musical key. 

For 10 years, CSUF went 
without a chime system. 

A system that played Westminster 
chimes using audiocassettes to note the 
hour and quarter hour was installed 
in 1976, and it graced the campus 

with music for almost 20 years.
But Willem van der Pol — the 

director of CSUF’s Physical Plant, 
which was in charge of installing 
the new system — said the other 
system from decades ago “just 
got very old” and broke down. 

In the years between, there wasn’t 
any interest or money to fix the system. 

There wasn’t any interest until 
President Gordon inquired  
about the chimes, van der Pol  
said. 

CSUF’s new system is digital 
and maintained by Mary Medico, 
marketing analyst for university 
communications and management, 
and others from that department. 

Medico can choose which songs 
the system plays from the assortment 
of compact discs included with it. 

The president’s office, however, 
has the final word on what gets 
played and what doesn’t, she said.

For now, the system hasn’t been 
playing the selection of Broadway, 
classical or traditional songs that it 
is capable of playing.

But Medico is pleased with the 
simple and sophisticated sounds of 
the Westminster chimes keeping 
time.

“I love walking around campus 
and hearing them,” she said. “It 
gives the campus a different feel. It’s 
calming.”

(From Page  One)
desktop files, have 24-hour 

office hours, which is revolutionary, 
access e-mail, all that amazing stuff, 
they will discover what is useful 
to them and become savvy to it.”

Dabirian said the laptops are 
reliable and economical, costing 
just $1,000 per unit. He said 
the university plans on making 
the laptops as secure as possible.

“Capability and portability 
is priority but the security part 
is very important,” Dabirian 
said. “If somebody loses it, it 
will be very secure. The units are 
encrypted and password protected, 
which is important since student 
records are accessible by them.”

Dabirian is confident in the 
program’s safeguards and pleased 
with the rollout as another step 
in his department’s effort to keep 
CSUF technologically evolving.

“President Gordon and I are 
very proud of this program, that 
it increases productivity of the 
communication between the students 
and the faculty,” Dabirian said.

“Cal State Fullerton is one of the 
most advanced CSU’s in terms of 
their technology plan. There a lot 
of schools that don’t have what we 
do,” Costa said. “CSUF is good at 
staying ahead of, or at least with, the 
technology curve. All those things are 
coming now that we are transforming 
to a more tech-based campus.”

bY bENJAMIN WEINEr
Daily Titan Copy Editor

news@dailytitan.com

Cal State Fullerton ranks No. 
1 in California and No. 4 in the 
nation for the number of bachelor’s 
degrees earned by Hispanic 
students, according to the annual 
“Top 100 Schools” list published 
in the May 8 issue of Hispanic 
Outlook in Higher Education.

The rankings come from 
data gathered by the U.S. 
Department of Education in 2005. 

The administration is pleased 
with this data, because it shows 
how effective the university is, said 
Donald Castro special assistant 
to the President Gordon and 
director of the Title V programs. 

“It proves that if you provide 
quality education, you will 
be successful,” Castro said. 

About 35,000 students were 
enrolled at CSUF in fall 2005, 
according to census data from the 
university fact sheet. Hispanics 
represent about one-fourth of 
the CSUF student population.

This is the second year in a 
row that CSUF has been No. 1 in 
California. Nationally, CSUF has 
moved up one place each year, placing 
fifth in 2005 and sixth in 2004.

To consistently be at the top 
of these lists, several things such 
as early academic preparation 
and programs on campus are 
needed, said Sy Abrego, associate 
vice president of Student Affairs.

CSUF not only partners with 
school districts so that students 
are well prepared coming in, but 
also rely on learning, tutoring, 
mentoring, peer programs and 
most importantly dedicated 
faculty and students, Abrego said.

“Learning is a shared responsibility, 

it is the combination of student and 
faculty; this combination creates 
high graduation rates,” Abrego said.

However, rankings are lower 
when it comes to master’s degrees 
earned by Hispanics at CSUF, which 
ranked number 44 in the nation, 
according to the magazine. To 
sustain the university’s reputation, 
the focus can’t only be on bachelors’ 
degrees, but also to prepare students 
for masters’ degrees and to further 
their education, Abrego said.

“We’re not satisfied until we’re 
number one and eventually 
we will be,” Abrego said.

Spring issue of Hispanic 
Outlook magazine notes 
CSUF’s minority grad rate

CSUF 
Graduates Most 
Hispanics

uNIVErSItY tOp fIVE

top five universities nationally for 
awarding bachelors’ degrees to 
Hispanics 
 
1. florida International university 
2. the university of texas-pan American 
3. the university of texas at San  
    Antonio 
4. California State university, fullerton 
5. California State university,      
    Northridge 
 
top five universities in Californiafor 
awarding bachelors’ degrees to 
Hispanics  
 
1. California State university, fullerton 
2. California State university,   
    Northridge 
3. California State university, Long  
    beach 
4. San Diego State university 
5. university of California Los Angeles

SOurCE: Hispanic Outlook magazine

CHIMES: CAMpuS gEtS NEW CHIMES

LAptOpS:  LONgEr Of-
fICE HOurS pOSSIbLE

pArkINg: DuE DAtE fOr rEfuND  
rEquEStS EXtENDED

(From Page One) 
citations will be issued to anyone 

parking in a student lot during 
that time, said Sandra Hernandez, 
a student assistant working in 
parking and transportation services.

However, standard enforcement 
will still apply to the 15- and 
30-minute spaces as well as 
faculty and staff spaces, she said.

The due date to request a refund 
for permits has been extended to 
Sept. 15, according to the parking 
and transportation Web site.

Parking and transportation services 
is open Monday to Friday from 7 
a.m. to 5 p.m. They can be reached 
at (714) 278-3082 or at their Web 
site, http://parking.fullerton.edu.

(From Page One)
that are not tobacco related. It’s 

deceptive marketing on the part of 
the proponents of this campaign.”

Robles said the tobacco industry 
would say and do anything to 
protect their market.  

“Because 90 percent of all 
people who become addicted 
do so before they turn 18, the 
California Department of Health 
services estimates that 43 percent 
of teens and kids would never start 
to smoke,” Robles said referencing 
the study’s conclusion the children 
and low-income families were most 
likely to be financially deterred from 
smoking. 

“[The tobacco corporations] are 
going to lose 43 percent of their 
business so financially it’s not in 
their best interest for this to pass. 
The bottom line is: Who are you 
going to believe and who are you 
going to support?  You can not 
believe that protecting our children’s 
health in not a priority.”

Opponents say that the tax places 
an unfair responsibility on a small 
population to help California recover 
some of it’s $16 billion in health 
care costs annually, half of which 
are attributed to smoking related 
healthcare costs according to the Yes 
On Proposition 86 Web site.  

“Fundamentally, 14 percent of 
Californians smoke, so that 14 
percent of our state population 
that will bear the brunt of this 
tax increase to fund all of  
California.  And that simply is not 
fair.”

Hass also fears the repercussions 
the measure would have, if passed, 
in the long term.

“It’s a declining revenue source, 
in other words, as people reduce 
their consumption or find ways 
around paying the taxes: from 
Indian reservations or other states, 
or illegally,” she said. “Revenues 
won’t be what the proponents say 
they are.”

That’s a concern for Mike Fey, 
owner of S&H Tobacco in Brea.

“It’s not fair, it’s the pleasure 
police and they go after us as a 
scapegoat and if they tax tobacco 
like this what’s next?” Fey said. 
“They’ll hit alcohol and baseball 
and Nike shoes. It’s like, they can’t 
get the money from the budget they 
find this as a way.”

Fey is also concerned on the 
impact the tax will have on small 
businesses.  He and his friends saw 
small business owners fail after the 
passage of Proposition 10, the last 
state tobacco increase that added 87 
cents per pack.

“There was a tremendous decrease 
in sales and they lost tremendous 
revenue,” Fey said. 

“There were 20 shops in one 
county that closed down and if  
this one passes it will be double 
that.” 

Robles said other concerns like 
terrorist activity revolving around 
the black-market sale of untaxed 
cigarettes that occurred in areas like 
New York and Canada, are merely 
scare tactics.  Fey insists those 
activities happen regularly now and 
will probably increase with the tax.  

Melissa Simpson, a freshman at 
Cal State Fullerton, said that despite 
conflicting reports on spending, or 
other social impacts the tax increase 
may have on the state, she would 
support the proposition.  

“As long as the money goes toward 
the health system, I still really can’t 
see how that would be so bad,” she 
said. 

For now members of the American 
Lung association, the American 
Cancer Society, the California 
Hospital Association and candidate 
for governor Phil Angelides, all 
who are listed as supporters, will 
have to lobby against the $40 
million tobacco companies like R.J. 
Reynolds are investing to fight the 
proposition.  

SMOkErS: tObACCO INDuStrY SuppOrtS 
HIStOrIC tObACCO tAX HIkE
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CAMpuS CONStruCtION upDAtES
bY JAIME CárDENAS
Daily Titan Asst. News Editor
news@dailytitan.com

For freshmen, the sight of construction around campus will become 
second nature. 

There are two big construction projects currently underway at Cal 
State Fullerton. Both are to be completed in 2008.

Construction for the new Student Recreation Center and College 
of Business and Economics has closed of certain areas of the campus 
and created a new south entrance to the school.

Returning students will notice a new Nutwood entrance, which 
opened on Sunday. The new entrance is due to construction on the 
CBE building.

The new five-lane entrance is more spacious and accessible than the 
old one. The old entrance at Nutwood and Commonwealth has been 
permanently closed. Only an exit lane from the visitor information 
center remains open.

The buildings are part of a face-lift the 46-year-old campus has been 
receiving, and will continue to receive into next the decade.

Since 2000, 13 construction projects have been completed — 
including an auditorium for the Performing Arts and a new parking 
structure behind the Titan Student Union building last year.

The Office of Design and Construction website list seven more 
projects to be started within the next four years.

New Student recreation Center
Construction Area Detail (left)

WHAt IS It: The center will be the primary home for “personal 
fitness training, group fitness classes, intramural sports 
programs and other activities that act as magnets for student 
social life,” according to the D&C website.

WHEN WILL It bE COMpLEtED: Construction is schedule to complete 
on January 15, 2008. 

HOW MuCH WILL It COSt: The project has a budget of $41 
million. 
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future projects
From little things, like upgrades to the school’s hot and chilled water system and 
electrical power and renovations, to big projects like making McCarthy earth-
quake-safe and renovating Langsford Hall and the library, construction on the cam-
pus will be ongoing.
The school will get infrastructure upgrades and renovations to McCarthy and 
Langsdorf Hall, the library, physical education, performing arts, and humanities 
and education classrooms.
Renovation on the 1963-built McCarthy Hall will include seismic strengthening, 
plumbing upgrade and a conversion of “300 FTE laboratory space into 540 FTE in 
lecture space and 12 faculty offices,” according to the D&C website.

New College of business and 
Economics building
Construction Area Detail (left)

WHAt IS It: The Steven G. Mihaylo building will be central 
headquarters for the College of Business and Economics. 

WHEN WILL It bE COMpLEtED:  Construction is scheduled to 
complete on July 15, 2008.

HOW MuCH WILL It COSt: The project has a budget of $87.5 
million.

OtHEr INfOrMAtION:  The building will have a 250-seat 
interactive lecture hall, about 30 classroom, a new Dean’s 
suite, computer labs and offices for faculty, staff and the 
Centers of Excellence.
CSUF ranks as the third largest undergraduate business 
school in the nation, according to American Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Business.
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Daily Titan Executive Editor
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Ask almost any business leader 

what their favorite book is, and 

many of them will point to a little
 

tome written
 around 500 B.C. by 

Sun Tzu called “The Art of War.”

The 
book 

discusses 

leading one’s own army while 

defeating those that oppose it.

Although the book itself is 

microscopic in comparison to many 

of the textbooks found in the campus 

bookstore —
 an unabridged version 

of Tzu’s book found at Amazon.

com is a mere 128 pages — the 

tidbits of wisdom found on its pages 

carry some weight for the heads 

that wear the leadership crown.

And it just may be that this near-

ancient connection between military 

and business is 
why many are saying 

that military training helps not in just 

getting a job, but also in climbing 

to the top of the corporate ladder.

“All the things that you learn in the 

military, including time management, 

ethics, sound decision-making skills, 

are all tra
its th

at the civilian sector 

values [in labor force skills],”
 said 

Cal State Fullerto
n ROTC recruiting 

officer Captain Robert H. Medina.

Medina, a CSUF alumnus and 

ROTC program veteran, said that the 

organization, quick decision-making 

and people skills taught in the 

military can translate and be applied 

to almost any job someone applies 

for, whether it’s
 within a Fortune 500 

company, academics, politics, law 

enforcement or even the medical field
.

Sue Robertson, a new full-

time professor of nursing at 

CSUF, served in the military in 

a variety of nursing positions for 

nine years from 1970 to 1979.

Although she was taught basic 

leadership skills in her Bachelor 

of Science nursing program, those 

skills were honed in the military, 

she said in an e-mail interview.

Stationed at the 121 Evacuation 

Hospital in Seoul, Korea, she and 

her medical team did not always 

have ready access to supplies, 
so 

they had to forecast their needs 

and “get creative” at tim
es, sh

e said. 

They also would frequently 

practice setting up the mobile 

Army Hospital in preparation 

for 
mass-casualty situations 

and possible evacuations south.

“I learned to think quickly 

under pressure, function as 

part of a team, be prepared and 

concentrate at the task at hand,” 

she said in the e-mail interview.

Robertson believes the core skills 

one can pick up in the military 

can serve one well throughout life.

“It’s 
helped me work with 

others and be more tactful,” 

said 2nd Lt. Raymond Lee, who 

graduated from CSUF this spring.

Lee also said that the emphasis on 

teamwork and team building within 

the ROTC program is not something 

that people encounter everyday.

These military-learned skills 

are all traits that Medina himself 

has found personally useful.

“Through Army ROTC 

training and 11 years of [military] 

service, I think I’ve developed 

into a very good leader,” he said.

“I think if I’m placed in any 

situation or trade, I can go in 

there and analyze the situation 

and fulfill whatever objectives that 

organization needs,” Medina said.

Military training, especially 

ROTC training, doesn’t just train the 

everyday worker, but also gives people 

that extra something needed to ascend 

to a leadership position, said 2nd Lt. 

Erwin Abella in an e-mail interview.

Abella thinks that the biggest 

point in ROTC is that it is 

“leadership” training rather than 

just 
“management” training.

Just look at former Secretary 

of State Colin Powell, an Army 

ROTC graduate, or the late Wal-

Mart 
founder Sam Walton.

Or one could look a little 

closer to home at General 

William Lyon, the Chairman 

and CEO of Newport Beach-

based William Lyon Homes Inc.

Known simply as The General to 

many, Lyon recently was named in 

Los Angeles T
imes’ West magazine 

as one of the 100 most powerful 

people in Southern California.

“At the end of the day, management, 

which is taught through many other 

sources, will not 

get people to 

want to do things. 

M a n a g e m e n t 

can’t get a soldier 

to unnaturally put 

himself in
 danger. 

M a n a g e m e n t 

can’t 
trump 

common self-

p re s e r va t ion ,” 

Abella 
said.

But 
the 

leadership skills 

taught in military training can, he said.

“There may be misconceptions 

about Army ROTC being simple 

‘follow orders’-ty
pe training. That 

couldn’t be further fro
m the truth,” 

said Abella, a CSUF alumnus 

who graduated this past spring.

Abella said that the ROTC 

program is stru
ctured to train officers. 

It is a
 specific sequence of classes th

at 

enables students, upon graduation, 

to hold appointed 

office as Army officers.

But while the 

courses taught in the 

program are geared 

toward 
military 

officer 
positions, 

Abella said that the 

“leadership learned [in 

ROTC] is universal.”

“It isn’t simple 

conditioning that 

makes soldiers d
o what 

they do — it’s tr
ust and 

confidence in their le
aders,” he said.

Richard O. Parry, a lecturer in 

CSUF’s department of management 

in the College of Business and 

Economics, agrees w
ith what Medina, 

Roberson, Abella and Lee have to say.

“The military and business 

have more in common than 

most people might imagine,” 

said Parry in an e-mail interview. 

“Whether it is the military 

or a business, the goal is the 

same:  Get a group of people 

to perform a variety of tasks.”

Parry said that businesses 

must 
always 

be prepared 

for 
fierce 

competition.

Or as Sun Tzu puts it, “Know 

thyself, k
now thy enemy. A thousand 

battles, a thousand victories.”

That said, however, Parry noted that 

the skills th
at military training teaches 

are not unique to the military itself
.

Succeeding in college is also a 

matter of time-management 

and organization skills, 
he said.

But, “Given a choice between 

hiring someone that has a military 

background and someone that 

does not, all other things being 

equal, I would probably go with 

the military background,” he 

said, noting the marketability 

of people with military training.

However, Parry said that he is 

“not encouraging anyone to enlist 

in the military, particularly at a 

time like this. Military training 

can definitely provide some skills, 

although the risk
s are far too high.”

Medina sees 
the situation in a 

different light, taking an almost 

entrepreneurial approach—not 

in terms of the risks, but of the 

benefits t
hat come with taking them.

“If you can serve your country 

and learn some skills that will 

make you marketable, it’s 
a 

win-win situation,” he said.

Military training 

prepares people for jobs 

and leadership positio
ns

“ “The military and busi-

ness have more in 

common than most 

people might imagine.

– Richard O. Perry

CSUF College o
f Business

A page that comes out every M
onday that discusses, 

how to get m
oney and what to do with it once you 

have it

WARThe Art of
One, Two, Three Four, Business is Ju

st...

For more information on ROTC, 

visit their Web site at

http://hhd.fullerton.edu/

militaryscience/
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(From Page One)
to Portland where traffic moves slower, 

they drive too fast causing accidents,” Nava 
said.

Washington

The drive across the Columbia River and 
the view from the bridge to Mount Rainier 
was amazing.

Like Oregon, Washington’s landscape was 
of pines and dense vegetation.

However, driving past Olympia and into 
Seattle, the landscape quickly changed to 
an urban paradise. Seattle’s architecture 
is progressive. Modern and antique brick 
buildings are stacked one after another into 
a dense, pedestrian-friendly city.

The center is small enough to walk 
without using public transportation or a 
car and big enough to offer variety to its 
inhabitants.

Noteworthy are the amount of stores 
owned by entrepreneurs as opposed to 
corporate brands. 

The People

In the 1990s, a surge of Californians 
moved to Seattle, causing changes in the 
economy and cultural makeup of the city. 
Seattleites blamed Californians for traffic 
congestion and driving the housing prices 
up. Generally opposed to change, Seattleites 
have contested this influx of outsiders.

Jodi O’Brien, a professor and chair at the 
Department of Anthropology and Sociology 
at Seattle University, wrote in an e-mail 
interview that she hears less complaints 
from locals of “Californians taking over 
Seattle” in comparison to the 1990s.

Jon Kruell, a Minnesota native and a 
resident of Seattle, is open to Californians 
moving into the city.

“In my opinion, it has helped. Anytime 

there is a free flow of people, ideas and 
money are exchanged the economy is helped. 
People are better off for it. The more they 
are forced to deal with change, the better 
their brains fire,” she said.

A discussion on the Web site Yelp 
addressed a recent article by Seattle Times 
writer Julia Sommerfeld called “Beyond the 
smiles, the Seattle Freeze is on.”

The article argues that despite the warm 
smiles and politeness of Seattleites, they are 
rather reserved and reluctant to accept non-
Seattleites in social circles. O’Brien said they 
are rarely spontaneous and are more likely to 
set a date for brunch or dinner.

“I attribute some of this to the weather. 
People are just out and about more in 
SoCal.” O’Brien wrote. “Seattleites seem 
cocoon-ish in comparison.”

The discussion amongst non-native 
and native participants also addresses the 
intangible existence of the Seattle Freeze. 
Most agreed that Seattleites brush individuals 
off when asked for a phone number to meet 
a second time.

Kruell remembers reading this article, but 
says that the Seattle Freeze is “a tea party” 
compared to Minnesota.

“I recall when this article became 
published, friends and I were convinced that 
the Angelenos struggling with the Seattle 
Freeze had prior self-esteem issues,” Kruell 
said. “If you can make it in L.A, you can 
definitely make it in Seattle.”

As much as I loved sightseeing, getting 
up at 6 a.m. to visit the tide pools, hiking, 
visiting museums and dining, I must mention 
that my most memorable experience was 
sharing a bunk bed with my husband in the 
Dr. Seuss-themed room at the Sylvia Beach 
hotel.

The room included crayons, coloring 
books and clothes for dress up. How cool is 
that? Yes, it was a children’s room, but it was 
the last one available and we took it.

The new Seattle public library in downtown Seattle, by architect Rem 
Koolhaas, houses the city’s main collection of books. The library includes a 

research center, coffee shop and a large children’s section.

Travel: Moving up THe coasT

The Hub comes out every Tuesday and focuses on 
different cultures and travel.
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The STudenT

by Carmellia munguia

Daily Titan Opinion Editor

cmunguia@dailytitan.com
I was rushed to the emergency 

room on a late Sunday afternoon in 

early November 2005. A ruptured 

ovarian cyst was the culprit.

The following week I was 

bedridden. The doctor’s advice to 

refrain from walking or any strenuous 

activity was irrelevant. Since the pain 

caused me to hunch over, I could 

barely walk to the bathroom.

The ovarian cyst formed during 

my menstrual period. Every month 

an ovarian cyst occurs, but then 

dissolves during the menstrual cycle. 

However, in my case it did not 

dissolve, but remained and grew. 

Luckily it erupted, since they 

can grow to be malignant and in 

some cases they must be surgically 

removed.Nevertheless, I experienced pain in 

my abdomen beyond discomforting. 

That day I was given morphine to 

reduce the pain. As I walked home 

from the emergency room, my head 

spun and my body grew numb.

The doctor prescribed Vicodin, 

which reduced the pain and made 

me sleepy.I slept, slept and slept.

Sadly my health was the last 

thing on my mind. I had class to 

attend, a narrative essay to write 

and had two stories due for another 

class. Additionally, at the end of the 

month, I had a 15-page research 

paper due and a presentation to 

prepare for.As I lay in bed, I wondered how 

much longer I would have to stay 

there.
I spent three days in bed, 

attempting to read and with little 

progress on my research. By the end 

of the week I was able to attend one 

class, but remained behind on my 

workload.I managed to catch up by the end 

of the month, but it was a struggle.

The struggle caught up with me 

again this summer. I attended two 

courses at two different sessions, 

which overlapped by two weeks.

In attempt to get in shape, I began 

a consistent daily exercise regime.

After class, I exercised at Cal State 

Fullerton’s gym in the Kinesiology 

building for one hour, four days a 

week. The first week I felt great after 

my routine, but during the second 

week I began experiencing pain in 

my lower abdomen.
At first I thought it was from 

putting myself through a lot of 

strain from the exercise. Maybe it 

was a sore muscle? I ignored it 

and continued with my workout, 

but something was wrong. When I 

pressed my abdomen, I felt pain that 

could not come from sore muscles 

– instead I cringed and almost 

cried from the pressure to my lower 

abdomen.Steadily, the pain grew stronger. 

I couldn’t sit still at home typing, 

trying to focus on the topic. On my 

way to school, I realized I could not 

sit through three hours of lecture 

without cringing and feeling the 

pain. I missed class that day and 

refrained from my exercise routine.

I realized something serious was 

happening to my body. I called 

the Health Center and made an 

appointment to see a nurse. After 

a prescreening, I was advised to see 

a nurse and to take Ibuprofen to 

reduce the pain.
Luckily, she was available the next 

day, but I would have to miss a three-

hour class. The only appointment 

available was 15 minutes before class 

began, which meant I would have to 

miss class again. Fortunately, I had 

already done my essay and dropped 

it off at my professor’s office before 

class, but I still missed the lecture.

The nurse advised me to see a 

gynecologist immediately. She felt 

that I needed an ultrasound – a 

technique that uses high-frequency 

sound waves reflecting off internal 

body parts to create images – to 

determine my condition.

After I met with her, I called my 

gynecologist. I was able to see her 

the next day before class started.

I was diagnosed with an ovarian 

cyst, as the nurse had predicted.

Therefore, I was prescribed birth 

control to regulate my menstruation, 

since I am prone to ovarian cysts.

Now all I can do is see my 

gynecologist regularly and monitor 

its progress.I am hopeful that the ovarian 

cyst does not erupt like the last one 

did, and that it shrinks naturally. 

Otherwise, I will see myself in 

the same situation as last fall – 

bedridden, missing class and behind 

in my assignments.JuST The FaCTSSympTomS• Can be asymptomatic (without 

symptoms)• Swelling• Aching, sharp pain, and bleeding

• Pain may last from a few minutes 

to days• Feelings of pressure or weight in 

the lower abdomenTreaTmenT
Diet and Nutrition

• Eliminating coffee
• Reducing refined starches and 

intake of sugar
• Increase foods rich in vitamin 

A, like carrots, tomatoes and salad 

greens
Nutritional Supplements

• Omega-3 essential fatty acids, like 

those in flaxseed and evening prim-

rose oils • Multivitamin and mineral supple-

ments
Compresses• Stimulate circulation

• Exercise and bodywork

• Daily 20 minute exercise is rec-

ommended• Yoga increases circulation and 

healing, reduces stress

• Mind/body therapiesSourCe: information from www.healthline.com

Intense pain after a 
ruptured ovarian cyst 

leaves her bedriddden

in pain and bedridden -- Why 

you Should get Checked, Too

(From Page 1)
health hazards are intimately dependent on 

the mode of exposure – ingestion, absorption, 

inhalation, injection – concentration and the 

time frame,” Rogers said. “Human responses 

range from irritation, headache, reddening of 

the skin [and] itching to conditions such as 

cancers which take years to develop and are most 

difficult to trace as to a single-source cause.”

More sex toy manufacturers, however, 

are beginning to sell items that are 

phthalate free as well as labeling health 

risks on the product box, a key selling 

point for many knowledgeable consumers.

“We don’t carry products that are 

dangerous to use,” Kimba said. “If 

there is something that might be harmful 

we always tell the customer about it and 

recommend that they use a condom with it.”

Bacteria are also a common concern 

for people who use adult toys and are 

easily preventable with proper care.

“People tend to think because they use it 

with just them, they do not need to 

clean them,” said Mary 
H e r m a n n , 

director of Health Education and 

Promotion at the CSUF Health Center. 

“It is a foreign substance in your body, 

so you want to reduce the risk.” Sharing 

sex toys also puts users at a greater risk 

of contracting a sexually transmitted disease, 

including chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis.

“We sell toy cleaners but I always 

recommend using a condom,” Kimba said.

Using a condom on adult toys will not only 

protect the user from getting a bacterial infection, 

but will also prevent the toy from deteriorating.

Even when a condom is used, all toys must 

always be washed and cleaned before and after 

every sex act, whether oral, anal or vaginal.

“Treat it like a body part,” Hermann said.

Water-based 
lubricant 

is 
the 

best type to use for any sexual act.

“Oil-based lube is difficult to clean up and 

could cause an infection in the vagina,” Kimba 

said. “Don’t use oil-based lube with a condom 

either because it may cause it to break or slip off.”

Other non-obvious risks of sex toys 

include internal rupturing of the vagina or 

rectum from vigorous, uncautioned use; 

choking on bondage items; and allergic 

reactions from lubricants, silicone and latex.

Users are advised to purchase sex toys from 

a reputable company and to be cautious when 

using them since many of the toys are sold as 

novelty items and are not government regulated.

“Using adult toys is healthy as long 

as they are being used safely and for the 

purpose intended,” Hermann said.

ToyS: Take Care When playing

The Student Body comes out every Wednesday 

and explores health, fitness and sexuality. 

The Culture of the Coast: Traveling on the Pacific Ocean

Hidden 
Sex Toy 
dangers 
exposed

By Carmellia munguia
Daily Titan Opinion Editor
cmunguia@dailytitan.com

I attended two classes this 
summer during different sessions 
that overlapped by two weeks.

Frankly, it was exhausting. As 
I looked at my peers on campus, 
I realized that we all needed a 
vacation from campus, not a regular 
semester.

When the opportunity arose to 
leave for 12 days on a road trip, 
I took it. I drove up the coast of 
Northern California, beginning in 
Mendocino, traveling to Seattle and 
then back to Southern California 
with my husband.

As I set foot in the car and prepared 
to accelerate for 2,500 miles, little 
did I know that my adventure would 
not just include sight seeing, fine 
dining and an aching neck, but a 
cultural extravaganza.

Sure I have been to other parts 
of this vast country, but I never 
realized what cultural and natural 
gems we have in the northwestern 
Pacific Coast.

The roads through the region led 

me through a vast forest of redwoods 
and a diverse green palette of pines.

Oregon

In Oregon, drivers were incredibly 
civil. When the opportunity arose to 
overpass me, they continued driving 
without tailgating and at the speed 
limit.

Road signs warning drivers of a 
rough road can be ignored, unlike 
in Southern California. There are 
no potholes, just slight unevenness 
or three stones in the middle of the 
roadway.

Along the road, happy cows have 
fields of green grass to eat and 
sunbathe in, as opposed to fields 

of dirt.
The roads in Oregon were 

serene and bountiful with natural 
vegetation without irrigation.

RVs and cyclists shared the road, 
loaded with camp gear for their 
destination.

Pines were ubiquitous in the 
Oregonian landscape, and so were 
tiny drive-thru coffee shops in urban 
areas and small towns.

A harsh climate on the coast, 
rain and cold temperatures probably 
promote coffee drinking.

The People

Three nights in Newport at the 
Silvia Beach hotel gave me the 

opportunity to meet locals. The 
hotel offered breakfast and dinner 
at large dinner tables that were 
shared amongst seven other people. 
Given that, guests dining in had the 
opportunity to dine with others.

After an unexpected five-course 
dinner, I had the opportunity to get 
to know Oregonians from out of 
town. Some were disappointed and 
took it personally that we would not 
be staying in Portland. 

They emphasized the cultural 
richness of the city, and after a short 
stopover we realized that we did 
miss out.

In general, Oregonians are 
very friendly and down to earth, 
outdoorsy and casual, unusually 

optimistic and have an expected 
sense of pride in their state.

From speaking to David Nava, an 
Oregonian from Portland, I learned 
that natives aren’t particularly fond 
of Californians. 

It is believed that Californians 
are not as friendly and liberal as 
Oregonians. According to Nava, we 
have driven up both the prices of 
the cost of living and the housing 
market by buying up all the housing 
in Oregon.

“Californians drive way too fast 
and cause accidents. Californians are 
used to fast freeways, thus coming 

Despite their proximity, 
the western seaboard 
states are each different

See TraVel - Page B8 
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Chemical found in sex 
toys are linked to health 
and sexual development 
problems

By Cindy TullueS
Daily Titan Managing Editor

ctullues@dailytitan.com

In recent years the adult 
entertainment industry has soared 
into a multi-billion dollar industry 
worldwide. According to statistics 
released by toptenReVIeWS Inc., 
the pornography industry – which 
includes adult movies, escort 
services and sex clubs – generates 
approximately $12 billion in sales 
annually in the united States. 
Of that, erotic toys and novelty 
sales account for $1 billion.

There are hundreds of sex toys 
available to meet almost everyone’s 
desires, ranging from scented heating 
body oils, leather bondage, genital 
rings and beads, erotic board games 
to bachelor and bachelorette favors.

“The rabbit is the most popular toy 
for a girl,” said Intimate Obsessions 
manager, Kimba. “It’s speed remote 
control, and covers all the areas.”

Most sex toys are very safe 
and easy to use. however all 
users should be aware that health 
risks do exist with some items.

Some toys, including some 
vibrators and sleeves, are made out 
of materials containing phthalates 
and chemical coloring that 
could be potentially hazardous.

“Phthalates: these are generally 
carboxylic acid esters of phthalic 
acid,” said harold Rogers in an e-
mail interview, a Cal State Fullerton 
chemistry professor. “They are 
commonly used as plasticizers 
(materials that make plastics more 
flexible) and as additives to impart 
desired properties to plastics such as 
control of static charge, moldability, 
storage lifetime, rigidity, etc.”

Phthalates are commonly found 
in soft jellies and some Cyberskin 
adult products but can also be 
found in some children’s toys.

“There have been documented 
health hazards associated with the 
use of phthalates but they refer to 
high dosages over a long period of 
time,” Rogers said. “There appears 
to be minimal risk in the exposure to 
phthalates at levels that could/would 
leach out of common plastics.”

According to a study in the 
environmental health Perspective 
in 2005 researchers found that the 
chemical may cause feminization 
of male infant boys, causing their 
genitals to be smaller than average 
non-exposed boys. Men exposed 
to certain levels of phthalates 
are also at risk of sperm damage.

“For any chemical exposure, the 

See TOyS - Page 10 
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While spring is known as the season of change, the new season brings with it its own set of metamorphoses as we make the 
transition from summer to fall.

Skimpy summer wear is traded for fall fashions. The days get a little cooler. The gasoline (hopefully) gets a little cheaper. And 
if you’re making the change from living at home to living in the dorms, the beds get a little longer.

But while many students aren’t making the drastic change from high school life to college living, returning Cal State Fullerton 
students witness many new changes as well.

For one, construction is taking place on many parts of the university campus. And if you’re reading this paper as a returning 
Daily Titan reader, you’ve probably noticed that we’ve had a couple new changes as well. See Page B12.
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By erin TeXeira 
AP National Writer

  (AP) - American students often 
get the impression from history 
classes that the British got here 
first, settling Jamestown, Va., in 
1607. They hear about how white 
Northerners freed the black slaves, 
how Asians came in the mid-1800s 
to build Western railroads.

The lessons have left out a lot.
Forty-two years before Jamestown, 

Spaniards and American Indians 
lived in St. Augustine, Fla. At least 
several thousand Latinos and nearly 
200,000 black soldiers fought in the 
Civil War. 

And Asian-Americans had been 
living in California and Louisiana 
since the 1700s.

Now, more of these and other 
lesser-known facts about American 
minorities are getting more 
attention. The main reason is the 
nation’s growing diversity.

More than one in four Americans 
is not white, and many minority 
groups are gaining strength in 
numbers, political clout and 
resources to bring their often-
overlooked histories to light.

Minority communities “are 
yelling for inclusion in the national 
consciousness,” said Gary Okihiro, 
a historian at Columbia university. 
“One needs to understand what’s 
true about the past to be able to 
make sound judgments about our 
present.”

There are hundreds of efforts 
underway, big and small, to tell the 
untold stories.

Although hispanics are the 
nation’s largest minority group 

— 14.5 percent of the population 
according to Census Bureau figures 
released last week — there is no 
national museum dedicated to their 
history.

Democratic Rep. Xavier Becerra 
of California is pushing a bill to 
study building one on the National 
Mall in Washington. 

“When you walk the Mall in the 
capital of the united States, there is 
no better place to try to understand 
what Americans are and where we 
have been,” Becerra said. “But it’s 
still an incomplete picture.”

The Mall has dozens of sites 
h i g h l i g h t i n g 
American culture and 
history, including the 
National Museum of 
the American Indian 
that opened in 
2004, 20 years after 
it was authorized. 
Organizers in June 
settled on the future 
site of the National 
Museum of African 
American history 
and Culture, but its 
opening date is still years away. 
A Latino museum would be even 
further off.

Other federal agencies are shifting 
their work to incorporate more 
minorities’ stories. Six years ago, 
National Park Service historians met 
to reevaluate how park sites tell the 
story of the Civil War, said Donald 
W. Murphy, deputy director of the 
parks. 

Old battlefield exhibits mainly 
discussed who fought and how many 
died. Now they include personal 
diaries, including those kept by 
slaves.

Once considered marginal to 
American history, those stories are 
“really important because oftentimes 
the margins really are the holders of 
American democracy,” said Okihiro, 
an expert in Asian-American history. 

“They are those who have fought 
against their own racial profiling 
and fought for the freedoms that the 
majority seem to take for granted.”

Asian-Americans are the only 
immigrants in u.S. history to have 
faced laws explicitly written to bar 
their entry — laws that were not 
overturned until immigration reform 
in the 1960s, said Dmae Roberts, 
whose eight-hour public radio 
program on Asian immigration, 
“Crossing east,” airs on hundreds 
of stations.

“People know very little of this 
outside of California,” she said.

Some tales 
have gone untold 
because, in the 
l e s s - d i v e r s e 
America of the 
past, minorities 
didn’t make the 
decisions on 
textbooks and 
other means of 
passing along 
history. And 
in many cases, 
minorities who 

had faced blatant discrimination 
wanted to discard evidence of past 
horrors.

But some who came of age 
during the civil rights movement are 
determined to pass the stories on.

“It is so important that children 
of color are not made to feel that 
they’re asking for anything. They’re 
claiming what’s rightfully theirs just 
like any other child,” said Cynthia 
Morris Lowery, executive director 
of the African American experience 
Fund. “I tell my grandchildren 
‘Grandpa has earned that spot for 
you.’”

Sometimes, history is recalled 
through criminal investigations.

Prosecutors in Jackson, Miss., 
last year exhumed the remains of 
emmett Till, a black teenager killed 
in 1955 for allegedly whistling at a 

white woman. Medical examiners 
performed a new autopsy, and 
investigators are poring over 
thousands of documents.

Florida’s attorney general ended 
an investigation last week into a 
1951 house bombing that killed two 
civil rights activists. 

The probe found extensive 
circumstantial evidence pointing to 
four Ku Klux Klan members, all of 
whom are dead, Attorney General 
Charlie Crist said Wednesday.

Technology advances also have 
fueled new interest in history.

In Connecticut last month, 
archaeologists excavated the grave of 
an 18th-century slave named Venture 
Smith in hopes that DNA evidence 
could verify tales of amazing physical 
strength and a childhood in Guinea, 
West Africa. No DNA traces were 
found, but the graves of his wife and 
children also will be examined.

Paul Beaty of Dallas turned to 
DNA testing when, after a decade of 
genealogical research, he could not 
trace his roots earlier than the 1830s 
due to incomplete slavery records. 
The tests linked him to the ewondo 
tribe in Cameroon, West Africa, and 
when his son was born last month, 
he was named evan ewondo.

“We make the connections in 
America and make the connections 
in Africa and now we understand 
our lives,” he said. “Now we can 
build bigger relationships. We are 
truly creating history.”

The quest to get the stories told is 
hardly over.

Though there are more than 12 
million Asian-Americans, Roberts 
said it’s tough to persuade stations 
to air her program, which is being 
broadcast through next May.

“There are stations that haven’t 
quite decided. They say ‘We don’t 
have any Asians here,’” Roberts 
said.

“I tell them ‘This isn’t for Asians. 
This is for everyone else.’”

discovering a Colorful History
Minority communities 
push for a clearer, more 
complete American story

“

“

“We make the connec-
tions in America and 
make the connections 
in Africa and now we 
understand our lives.”

– paul beaty

SOme eXamPleS FrOm HiSTOry

•in Colorado, a Civil War-era incident once called the Sand Creek Battle 
is increasingly called the Sand Creek massacre. in 1864, about 700 u.S. 
soldiers killed 150 Cheyenne and arapaho people who thought they were 
under army protection. a national Park Service site has been designated but 
is not yet open to the public.

•last month in Topeka, Kan., a 10-foot-tall bronze sculpture of the 
mariachi estrella de Topeka — Topeka’s Mariachi Stars — was mounted 
outside the city’s Performing Arts Center in honor of local Mexican-American 
musicians who died in a Kansas City, mo., building collapse 25 years ago.

•On angel island near San Francisco, thousands of immigrants, nearly all 
from China, were processed and often detained starting around 1910. It’s 
been a California state park for decades, but parts of the historical grounds, 
including barracks with Chinese poems carved on the walls, now are closed 
pending renovations expected to be completed next year.

•A stretch of Los Angeles County’s Manhattan Beach was renamed Bruce’s 
Beach last month. Once owned by the african-american Bruce family, it 
was one of the few California beaches open to blacks in the 1920s and 
‘30s. “Sometimes you just want to make things right,” said Mitch Ward, 
Manhattan Beach’s mayor.

•in the South, investigations into several decades-old crimes against blacks 
are being pursued for the first time. The FBi recently announced it is prob-
ing the unsolved 1946 lynching of four black men on the Moore’s Ford 
Bridge in monroe, ga.

•next Saturday, a museum will open dedicated to the integration of 
Clinton High School in Clinton, Tenn., 50 years ago. The first black students 
walked to the school past hundreds of taunting, angry white people.

SOurCe: associated Press
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By anjan Sundaram 
Associated Press Writer

KINShASA, Congo (AP) - 
Colonial rule, rapacious dictatorship 
and civil war have so ravaged Congo’s 
economy and society that the streets 
of its cities swarm with homeless 
young people who numb their 
misery with drugs and alcohol.

Sixteen-year-old Baruti Ilanga ran 
away from home four years ago and 
now lives in the rusty brown shell of 
a Toyota, discarded in a cemetery-
turned-garbage dump in Kinshasa. 
even though there’s too many 
mosquitoes at night and he often 
goes hungry, he believes he’s better 
off than most of his countryman.

“everyone in Kinshasa is poor 
and hungry. At least we are happy,” 
the boy shrugged, a half-empty 
bottle of pale yellow French Pastis 
beside him. “It is good in the street. 
I am free. I do what I want, when 
I want.”

No one knows how many children 
and teenagers call the streets their 
home in Congo. Aid workers 
estimate between 25,000 and 40,000 
children are homeless in Kinshasa 
alone, and tens of thousands more 
are said to live in the vast Central 
African country’s other cities.

Next month, the u.N. Children’s 
Fund is holding the first census 
of Kinshasa’s street children since 
the end of Congo’s 1998-2002 
war, which killed nearly 4 million 
people and destroyed the country’s 
infrastructure.

Many Kinshasa households are 
too poor to feed their children. Aid 
workers say many times only one 
child is fed on a given day — a 
desperate solution to the problem 
of distributing precious food. Other 
households chose instead to abandon 
their children, some under pretexts 
like witchcraft or sorcery.

“My aunt treated me very badly, 
she would scold me and not feed 
me. That’s why I came here. I feel 
safe here, with other children like 
me,” said esther Okudi, 14, an 
orphan who has lived on the street 
for seven years. her current home is 
a wreck of a car near Baruti’s.

As evening falls on the Congolese 
capital, Ilanga and his friends are 
busy rolling marijuana between their 
palms. They take swigs of pastis. A 
group of young street girls appears.

Boys chase the girls playfully, 
dashing between upright car frames 
silhouetted against the twilight sky. 
But their games are hardly innocent. 
Aid workers say most of the girls, 
also abandoned children living on 
the street, are prostitutes.

“They earn a living through 
prostitution. Some are only 10 years 
old,” said Guy Milongo, who works 
with a local organization to help 

street children. “But these children 
will tell you they are having a good 
time. There is no one to control 
them.”

A new generation of children 
is being born and abandoned by 
destitute street parents. Without 
help, these newborns will probably 
never know the comfort of a 
home or family, and will spend 
their childhood shunned by society, 
sleeping on sidewalks and in garbage 
dumps.

hospitals see the malnourished 
babies of street children every day.

“We receive lots of them. They 
are usually dirty and malnourished,” 
said Annie Ndombasi, 31, a nurse at 
Clinic Afia in Kinshasa. “It makes 
me sad to see children and parents 
so ill.”

Loriane Oganda, 15, gave birth to 
a baby in her home, a broken down 
car. By the time she was brought 
to Clinic Afia five days later, she  
needed antibiotics to treat an 
infection.

She was on a drip, barely able to 
speak and lying on her hospital bed. 
her daughter, Brunette, squealed 
behind her, in the arms of the father, 
19-year-old Biko Lombe, who also 
lives on the streets.

“I’m proud of my baby,” Lombe 
said.

But Ndombasi said teenage fathers 
like Lombe often disappear.

“It is rare that the fathers help. 
They usually abandon the babies,” 
said the nurse. “We don’t know if 

the babies survive. The mothers are 
too poor to afford hospital care.”

Those working to help Congo’s 
street children say it can take years 
to return a child to his or her home. 
Parents who washed their hands of 
their children are rarely happy to 
see them at their doorstep again. 
And the children are hardly eager 
to return to families that abused or 
rejected them.

“It is painstaking work. every 
child is different, every child must 
be treated with care,” said Jean-Pierre 
Godding, who helps reintegrate 
street children with their families.

Godding operates a center in 
Kinshasa that feeds street children 
and sends them to school, while 
hunting down the family of each 
child and negotiating conditions for 
them to go home.

Dr. Almouner Talibo with Doctors 
of the World, an organization that 
provides health care to street kids, 
said there is only enough money “to 
touch the surface of the problem.”

“every day, there are more children 
on the street. It will take a much 
bigger effort, and more funding, to 
help them all,” Talibo said.

On THe neT:
Street Children’s Development Association, 

a private Kinshasa group:
http://www.ajrd.populus.ch

Congo’s Children of the Streets
Plight of homeless 
young people shows how 
far the country has fallen

By jOSeF Federman 
Associated Press Writer

 JeRuSALeM (AP) - Prime 
Minister ehud Olmert said Sunday 
that countries that don’t have 
diplomatic relations with the Jewish 
state should not participate in the 
international peacekeeping force 
that will police a truce along the 
Lebanese border, his office said.

The decision complicated efforts 
by the united Nations to form a 
15,000-strong peacekeeping force, 
which along with an equally large 
Lebanese army contingent will help 
enforce the truce that ended 34 days 
of fighting between Israel and the 
Lebanese guerrilla group hezbollah.

The announcement, which came 
shortly before the arrival of u.N. 
envoy Terje Roed-Larsen in Israel, 
was made during the weekly meeting 
of Olmert’s Cabinet, his office said.

“The prime minister said that 
countries without diplomatic 
relations with Israel should not 
comprise the international force,” 
said David Baker, an official in 
Olmert’s office said.

During a phone conversation 
with Italian Prime Minister Romano 
Prodi, Olmert suggested that 
Italy lead the international force, 
according to Olmert’s office as Rome 
signaled its willingness to do so.

Prodi said that Italy intends to 
send a “significant” force and that he 
would take up the matter with his 
parliament as soon as possible, the 
statement said.

The u.N. cease-fire resolution 
does not explicitly give Israel 
authority to block countries from 
joining the peacekeeping mission, 
but it does say the force should 
“coordinate its activities ... with 
the government of Lebanon and 
government of Israel.”

“Israel believes that it’s best that 
we have the ability to be able to 
communicate with the international 
forces,” said Foreign Ministry 
spokesman Mark Regev. “As a 
practical matter, we would have a 
problem if the international forces 
don’t have the ability to talk to us.”

he said the composition of the 
force should be coordinated between 
Israel and Lebanon, just as the cease-
fire resolution was.

Regev also urged the wider 
international community to follow 
through on its commitment to 
provide troops, saying the cease-fire 
could be in danger if the peacekeepers 
don’t quickly deploy.

Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Bangladesh — Muslim countries 
that do not have diplomatic ties 
with Israel — are among the only 
countries to have offered front-line 
troops for the expanded force.

europe, which had been expected 
to lead the force, has been slow to 
make any firm troop commitments. 
u.N. officials have called on the 
europeans to offer more troops 
to balance pledges from Muslim 
countries.

Italy would be willing to lead the 
military peace mission in Lebanon 
should the united Nations ask it to, 
Piero Fassino, who leads the largest 
party in Prodi’s center-left coalition, 
said in an interview published 
Sunday.

“In case u.N. headquarters put 
forward the request to our country 
to lead the mission, our country 
will not refuse, even though it is not 
seeking it,” Fassino was quoted as 
telling Rome daily Il Messaggero.

Italian Foreign Minister Massimo 
D’Alema also spoke by phone on 
Sunday with u.S. Secretary of State 
Condoleezza Rice, who “expressed 
the strong appreciation and full 
backing of Washington for the action 
that Italy is carrying out aimed at 
implementing the resolution,” the 
foreign ministry said in a statement.

Rice also encouraged Italy to seek 
a “strong role” in the peace force, the 
ministry said.

The united Nations wants 3,500 
troops on the ground by Aug. 28.

France, which commands an 
existing, 2,000-strong force in 
Lebanon known as uNIFIL, had 
been expected to make a significant 
new contribution that would form 
the backbone of the expanded force. 
But French President Jacques Chirac 
disappointed the united Nations 
by announcing Thursday that 
France would add just 200 combat 
engineers to its current 200-member 
contingent in Lebanon.

Only Allies 
in Lebanon
Israel peacekeeping 
forces only from nations 
friendly to the country

arOund THe WOrld
Suspect in murder of jonBenet 
ramsey heads for united States 
ABOARD ThAI AIRWAyS TO 
LOS ANGeLeS (AP) - John Mark 
Karr, the suspect in the death of 6-
year-old JonBenet Ramsey, sipped 
champagne and ate fried king prawns 
in business class Sunday after being 
put aboard a flight to Los Angeles to 
face charges in the united States.

As Karr wined and dined in style 
and chatted with the three u.S. 
officials escorting him, another 
bombshell emerged: Reports that 
Karr sought treatment at a Thai sex-
change clinic.

his Thai Airways International 
flight took off about 8 p.m. (9 
a.m. eDT) for the 15-hour flight 
to Los Angeles. Karr’s journey will 
eventually end in Boulder, Colo., 
where he is expected to face charges 
of first-degree murder, kidnapping 
and child sexual assault in connection 
with the young beauty queen’s 1996 
killing.

Karr was not handcuffed while 
being whisked through Don Muang 
International Airport in Bangkok. 
At the departure gate, he talked 
amiably with fellow passengers.

The 41-year-old teacher sat in a 
business class window seat next to 
Mark Spray, an investigator with the 
Boulder County District Attorney’s 
office. 

Sniper attacks kill 20 Shiite 
pilgrims in Baghdad

BAGhDAD, Iraq (AP) - Snipers 
lurking on buildings and in a 
cemetery sprayed bullets into Shiite 
Muslim religious processions in the 
capital Sunday, killing at least 20 
people in another spasm of sectarian 
bloodletting that many Iraqis fear is 

pushing them toward civil war.
About 300 people were injured, 

mostly when they fell while running 
to escape gunfire in Sunni Arab-
dominated areas along the parade 
routes. In one neighborhood, 
gunmen hid behind tombstones at 
a Sunni cemetery.

“I was walking and someone got 
shot in front of me. It wasn’t random 
fire, it was a clear sniper attack,” said 
Mohammed Jassim, 32.

he said he could hear the faint 
crack of shots over the noise of the 
procession. 

japan lowers the bar for 
lawyers

TOKyO (AP) - In past years, 
25-year-old law school graduate 
hiroyuki Ichikawa would have been 
facing an almost impossible task 
— a bar exam with a 97 percent 
failure rate. Now, his chances are 
closer to 50-50.

In the most sweeping reform of 
Japan’s legal system since World War 
II, the doors are opening wide for a 
flood of new lawyers, prosecutors 
and judges to handle criminal and 
civil cases in an increasingly litigious 
society.

experts say the reforms are long 
overdue and underscore a big shift 
in social attitudes that is forcing 
Japan to change its longstanding 
policy of keeping the number of 
lawyers low and the public out of 
the courts.

Japan has roughly 22,000 
lawyers, one for every 5,790 people, 
compared with one for every 268 in 
the united States. under the old bar 
exam, to be scrapped in 2011, fewer 
than 1,500 people are allowed to 
pass every year. In the united States, 
with about twice Japan’s population, 
the number is closer to 75,000.

Korean Networking Site Looks to States
By raCHel KOnrad
AP Technology Writer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Acorns, 
cartoon alter-egos and bubble-gum 
kitsch may not seem like the most 
intimidating weapons for a cultural 
invasion, but those are the tools 
henry Chon is brandishing.

The chief executive of Cyworld 
Inc. is hoping to translate the hugely 
popular Korean Web site Cyworld.
com into a hip destination for 
American teens and 20-somethings.

“Once Americans see the value 
of Cyworld, they’ll make sure their 
friends and family use it,” said Chon, 
who keeps photos of his daughter, 
Chloe, on his Cyworld home page. 
“We’re here to build a meaningful, 
good community.”

But as a u.S. version of the site 
launched Tuesday, critics question 
how an Asian company with fewer 
than 30 u.S. employees can compete 
with the likes of News Corp.’s 
MySpace, which has more than 
100 million member profiles, and 
Facebook, popular with high school 
and college students at thousands of 
campuses nationwide.

A phenomenon in South Korea, 
where one in three has an account 
and nine out of 10 of residents ages 
24 to 29 are members, Cyworld has 
a futuristic look and an unusual 
business model.

MySpace and other popular 
networking sites allow users to publish 
home pages that convey information 
about the user’s real-world hobbies, 
favorite bands and daily routines. 
The goal is to put users in touch with 
other people — friends or strangers 
— who share similar interests when 

they’re sitting at the computer.
By contrast, Cyworld is a parallel 

universe unto itself. It combines 
aspects of “simulated reality” computer 
games such as electronic Arts Inc.’s 
SimCity with massively multiplayer 
online games that have thousands of 
players facing off simultaneously in 
what’s known as a “persistent world.”

But Cyworld isn’t a game; the goal 
isn’t to slay dragons or amass points 
but to socialize with “cybuddies.”

The centerpiece of Cyworld is the 
avatar, a member’s virtual alter-ego, 
a cartoon character who assumes 
the clothes, hairstyle and hobbies of 
the member’s choosing. Avatars visit 
one another in forums dedicated 
to cooking or rock climbing. 
They occupy three-dimensional 
“minihomes,” decorated with virtual 
art, electronics, furniture and stereo 
systems.

Cyworld’s virtual economy centers 
on the dotori — Korean for “acorn” 
— with which members purchase 
furnishings for their minihomes, 
clothes for their avatars or get-well 
cards for friends. Members buy 
dotori with credit cards or cash at 
convenience stores throughout South 
Korea, and they spend on average $7 
a year.

They can even buy music to play 
on their minihome’s stereo system. 
Cyworld sells 200 million songs each 
year for about 50 cents each and is 
negotiating with music labels to sell 
songs on its u.S. site.

unlike u.S. sites, Cyworld doesn’t 
strive to enlarge a user’s community 
of online cohorts or bring together 
strangers who might never meet in 
person.

It emphasizes relationships between 

relatives, neighborhood friends and 
co-workers _ people who have already 
met in real life but yearn to also hang 
out online. Cyworld aims to follow 
these groups from high school and 
college to the career track, dating, 
marriage and parenthood.

In translating the site for 
Americans, Cyworld stripped down 
the text-heavy Korean model and 
eliminated some features for cell 
phones, a popular way of accessing 
the site in Cyworld’s other markets: 
China, Japan and Taiwan.

But competitors question whether 
Americans would be as enthusiastic 
as people in Asia are about the site, 
which is owned by a subsidiary of SK 
Telecom Co.

Kristin Torres, a 17-year-old high 
school senior from Fresno, Calif., 
said defecting from MySpace, which 
she checks three or four times a day, 
would be tantamount to dumping 
her 196 MySpace friends.

“The likelihood that we’d all switch 
to another site — well, I don’t think 
that would happen, so I wouldn’t 
have the same group of friends if I 
went to another site,” Torres said.

Of course, Americans can have 
profiles at multiple sites, and 
Cyworld’s deep-pocketed backers in 
Seoul are hopeful that Americans 
will at least check it out.

About 200,000 Americans tested 
the site this summer.

Although Asian companies 
prosper in the u.S. markets for 
automobiles and electronics, u.S. 
Internet brands such as eBay Inc., 
Google Inc. and Amazon.com Inc. 
have few significant foreign rivals.

yahoo Inc., the top Internet site in 
Japan, India and Taiwan, completely 

retools its sites for each market, said 
yahoo Senior Vice President Brad 
Garlinghouse.

“The Korean market has been 
very innovative and has created new 
paradigms, but in some ways they’re 
unique to the Korean market and 
won’t work here,” Garlinghouse said 
of Cyworld.

But Cyworld, founded in 1999, 
isn’t merely gunning to be America’s 
favorite online hub. It wants to be 
no less than a global networking 
powerhouse, said Michael Streefland, 
vice president of marketing for 
Cyworld’s u.S. operations.

“If we tried to create a yankee-
Doodle-and-NASCAR site, it would 
be a big mistake,” Streefland said. 
“Our marching orders are to create 
a global site. The united States is so 
cross-cultural that if we can make it 
here we would have a scalable model 
that could be embraced in europe and 
elsewhere.”

Proponents say global domination 
may not be far-fetched.

In South Korea, nearly three out of 
four homes have high-speed Internet 
access, and Microsoft Corp. and 
Motorola Inc. routinely test products 
there before launching them here.

If Cyworld can thrive in one of 
the most technologically advanced 
nations, why not elsewhere?

“One of the most successful global 
brands is Samsung. They took a 
Korean conglomerate and built it into 
a huge marketing success,” said Rohit 
Deshpande, a marketing professor at 
harvard Business School. 

“Cyworld could be at the start of 
this new wave of Asian companies 
that understand how to market on a 
global level.”
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By julie anne ineS
Daily Titan Executive Editor

jines@dailytitan.com

Ask almost any business leader 
what their favorite book is, and 
many of them will point to a little 
tome written around 500 B.C. by 
Sun Tzu called “The Art of War.”

The book discusses 
leading one’s own army while 
defeating those that oppose it.

Although the book itself is 
microscopic in comparison to many 
of the textbooks found in the campus 
bookstore — an unabridged version 
of Tzu’s book found at Amazon.
com is a mere 128 pages — the 
tidbits of wisdom found on its pages 
carry some weight for the heads 
that wear the leadership crown.

And it just may be that this near-
ancient connection between military 
and business is why many are saying 
that military training helps not in just 
getting a job, but also in climbing 
to the top of the corporate ladder.

“All the things that you learn in the 
military, including time management, 
ethics, sound decision-making skills, 
are all traits that the civilian sector 
values [in labor force skills],” said 
Cal State Fullerton ROTC recruiting 
officer Captain Robert h. Medina.

Medina, a CSuF alumnus and 
ROTC program veteran, said that the 
organization, quick decision-making 
and people skills taught in the 
military can translate and be applied 
to almost any job someone applies 
for, whether it’s within a Fortune 500 
company, academics, politics, law 
enforcement or even the medical field.

Sue Robertson, a new full-
time professor of nursing at 
CSuF, served in the military in 
a variety of nursing positions for 
nine years from 1970 to 1979.

Although she was taught basic 
leadership skills in her Bachelor 
of Science nursing program, those 
skills were honed in the military, 
she said in an e-mail interview.

Stationed at the 121 evacuation 
hospital in Seoul, Korea, she and 
her medical team did not always 
have ready access to supplies, so 
they had to forecast their needs 
and “get creative” at times, she said. 

They also would frequently 
practice setting up the mobile 
Army hospital in preparation 
for mass-casualty situations 
and possible evacuations south.

“I learned to think quickly 
under pressure, function as 
part of a team, be prepared and 
concentrate at the task at hand,” 
she said in the e-mail interview.

Robertson believes the core skills 
one can pick up in the military 
can serve one well throughout life.

“It’s helped me work with 
others and be more tactful,” 
said 2nd Lt. Raymond Lee, who 
graduated from CSuF this spring.

Lee also said that the emphasis on 
teamwork and team building within 
the ROTC program is not something 
that people encounter everyday.

These military-learned skills 
are all traits that Medina himself 
has found personally useful.

“Through Army ROTC 
training and 11 years of [military] 
service, I think I’ve developed 
into a very good leader,” he said.

“I think if I’m placed in any 
situation or trade, I can go in 
there and analyze the situation 
and fulfill whatever objectives that 
organization needs,” Medina said.

Military training, especially 
ROTC training, doesn’t just train the 
everyday worker, but also gives people 
that extra something needed to ascend 
to a leadership position, said 2nd Lt. 
erwin Abella in an e-mail interview.

Abella thinks that the biggest 
point in ROTC is that it is 
“leadership” training rather than 
just “management” training.

Just look at former Secretary 
of State Colin Powell, an Army 
ROTC graduate, or the late Wal-
Mart founder Sam Walton.

Or one could look a little 
closer to home at General 
William Lyon, the Chairman 
and CeO of Newport Beach-
based William Lyon homes Inc.

Known simply as The General to 

many, Lyon recently was named in 
Los Angeles Times’ West magazine 
as one of the 100 most powerful 
people in Southern California.

“At the end of the day, management, 
which is taught through many other 
sources, will not 
get people to 
want to do things. 
M a n a g e m e n t 
can’t get a soldier 
to unnaturally put 
himself in danger. 
M a n a g e m e n t 
can’t trump 
common self-
p re s e r va t ion ,” 
Abella said.

But the 
leadership skills 
taught in military training can, he said.

“There may be misconceptions 
about Army ROTC being simple 
‘follow orders’-type training. That 
couldn’t be further from the truth,” 

said Abella, a CSuF alumnus 
who graduated this past spring.

Abella said that the ROTC 
program is structured to train officers. 
It is a specific sequence of classes that 
enables students, upon graduation, 

to hold appointed 
office as Army officers.

But while the 
courses taught in the 
program are geared 
toward military 
officer positions, 
Abella said that the 
“leadership learned [in 
ROTC] is universal.”

“It isn’t simple 
conditioning that 
makes soldiers do what 
they do — it’s trust and 

confidence in their leaders,” he said.
Richard O. Parry, a lecturer in 

CSuF’s department of management 
in the College of Business and 
economics, agrees with what Medina, 

Roberson, Abella and Lee have to say.
“The military and business 

have more in common than 
most people might imagine,” 
said Parry in an e-mail interview. 

“Whether it is the military 
or a business, the goal is the 
same:  Get a group of people 
to perform a variety of tasks.”

Parry said that businesses 
must always be prepared 
for fierce competition.

Or as Sun Tzu puts it, “Know 
thyself, know thy enemy. A thousand 
battles, a thousand victories.”

That said, however, Parry noted that 
the skills that military training teaches 
are not unique to the military itself.

Succeeding in college is also a 
matter of time-management 
and organization skills, he said.

But, “Given a choice between 
hiring someone that has a military 
background and someone that 
does not, all other things being 

equal, I would probably go with 
the military background,” he 
said, noting the marketability 
of people with military training.

however, Parry said that he is 
“not encouraging anyone to enlist 
in the military, particularly at a 
time like this. Military training 
can definitely provide some skills, 
although the risks are far too high.”

Medina sees the situation in a 
different light, taking an almost 
entrepreneurial approach—not 
in terms of the risks, but of the 
benefits that come with taking them.

“If you can serve your country 
and learn some skills that will 
make you marketable, it’s a 
win-win situation,” he said.

Military training  
prepares people for jobs 
and leadership positions

“

“

The military and busi-
ness have more in 
common than most 
people might imagine.

– Richard O. Perry
CSUF College of Business

A page that comes out every Monday that discusses, 
how to get money and what to do with it once you 
have it

WAR
The Art of

One, Two, Three Four, Business is just...

For more information on rOTC, 
visit their Web site at

http://hhd.fullerton.edu/
militaryscience/
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Employers are increasingly using the 
Web to screen applicants, fill empty 
positions and increase productivity

How The internet is 
Changing the Face 

of job Hunting
By Cindy TullueS

Daily Titan Managing Editor
ctullues@dailytitan.com

In recent years, the Internet has transformed into a 
worldwide dynamic communication commodity.

Search engines like yahoo! and Google have become 
popular online destinations, particularly for job seekers 
and employers, by replacing traditional classified job 
ads.

According to Susan Vobejda, vice president of 
marketing at yahoo! hotJobs, the Web site has an 
average of 3.4 billion page views a day. yahoo360, 
myspace.com and facebook.com are some of the more 
popular social Web sites.

While the Internet is a useful job-search tool, it also 
raises concerns about user information security.

Myspace.com has proven to be a very successful and 
widely used site where users go to meet other people, 
keep in touch with friends or network. On these Web 
sites people are able to create a personalized page about 
themselves and will often post personal information 
that may affect their career potential.

The Internet has made it easier for people to find 
a job, but students need to be cautious about placing 
things on the Internet that could be misconstrued by 
an employer, Vobejda said.

employers are increasingly utilizing the Internet 
to gain additional information about job candidates. 
Many run a general name search on a search engine like 
yahoo! or even visit a social Web site. 

Some of the information a potential employer sees 
about a candidate may affect their chances of getting 
hired. Job seekers are advised to be aware of personal 
information posted on the Internet.

“It’s public information,” said Josie huber, senior 
manager for recruitment and retention strategy and 
design at Kelly Services Inc., an employment agency. 
“An employer may use [Internet] information not to 
hire someone.”

Jim Case, director of Cal State Fullerton’s career 
center recommended that students search their own 
names on the Internet and see what potential employers 
will find if they were to conduct the search. Students 
should use the returned information and consider 
any consequences that may arise from the public 
information.

“Ask yourself how you would feel having that 
information posted on the front page of the Orange 
County Register,” Case said. “Students should segment 
their personal life and professional life. There are 
occasional students that put details about their personal 
life on the Internet which could be questionable.”

yahoo! hotJobs currently has approximately 
27 million registered job seekers and thousands of 
registered employers, some of who may use the Internet 
to conduct this research. 

however, there is no definitive research indicating 
which sites employers view, Vobejda said.

People, however, can make their information on 
the Internet positive in case an employer conducts an 
online search. Participating in career-related events or 
joining a club relevant to your goals may increase the 
likeliness of finding “good” information about yourself 
on the Internet, as most clubs and organizations post 
their information online.

Just as some employers utilize the Internet to gain 
additional information about candidates, students are 
advised to do additional investigation on potential 
employers when searching and applying for a job.

huber recommended that students be comfortable 
using the Internet for not only job searches, but also for 
salary and field information as well as networking.

“use the Internet as a tremendous research tool,” 
she said.
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(From Page One)
to Portland where traffic moves slower, 

they drive too fast causing accidents,” Nava 
said.

Washington

The drive across the Columbia River and 
the view from the bridge to Mount Rainier 
was amazing.

Like Oregon, Washington’s landscape was 
of pines and dense vegetation.

however, driving past Olympia and into 
Seattle, the landscape quickly changed to 
an urban paradise. Seattle’s architecture 
is progressive. Modern and antique brick 
buildings are stacked one after another into 
a dense, pedestrian-friendly city.

The center is small enough to walk 
without using public transportation or a 
car and big enough to offer variety to its 
inhabitants.

Noteworthy are the amount of stores 
owned by entrepreneurs as opposed to 
corporate brands. 

The People

In the 1990s, a surge of Californians 
moved to Seattle, causing changes in the 
economy and cultural makeup of the city. 
Seattleites blamed Californians for traffic 
congestion and driving the housing prices 
up. Generally opposed to change, Seattleites 
have contested this influx of outsiders.

Jodi O’Brien, a professor and chair at the 
Department of Anthropology and Sociology 
at Seattle university, wrote in an e-mail 
interview that she hears less complaints 
from locals of “Californians taking over 
Seattle” in comparison to the 1990s.

Jon Kruell, a Minnesota native and a 
resident of Seattle, is open to Californians 
moving into the city.

“In my opinion, it has helped. Anytime 

there is a free flow of people, ideas and 
money are exchanged the economy is helped. 
People are better off for it. The more they 
are forced to deal with change, the better 
their brains fire,” she said.

A discussion on the Web site yelp 
addressed a recent article by Seattle Times 
writer Julia Sommerfeld called “Beyond the 
smiles, the Seattle Freeze is on.”

The article argues that despite the warm 
smiles and politeness of Seattleites, they are 
rather reserved and reluctant to accept non-
Seattleites in social circles. O’Brien said they 
are rarely spontaneous and are more likely to 
set a date for brunch or dinner.

“I attribute some of this to the weather. 
People are just out and about more in 
SoCal.” O’Brien wrote. “Seattleites seem 
cocoon-ish in comparison.”

The discussion amongst non-native 
and native participants also addresses the 
intangible existence of the Seattle Freeze. 
Most agreed that Seattleites brush individuals 
off when asked for a phone number to meet 
a second time.

Kruell remembers reading this article, but 
says that the Seattle Freeze is “a tea party” 
compared to Minnesota.

“I recall when this article became 
published, friends and I were convinced that 
the Angelenos struggling with the Seattle 
Freeze had prior self-esteem issues,” Kruell 
said. “If you can make it in L.A, you can 
definitely make it in Seattle.”

As much as I loved sightseeing, getting 
up at 6 a.m. to visit the tide pools, hiking, 
visiting museums and dining, I must mention 
that my most memorable experience was 
sharing a bunk bed with my husband in the 
Dr. Seuss-themed room at the Sylvia Beach 
hotel.

The room included crayons, coloring 
books and clothes for dress up. how cool is 
that? yes, it was a children’s room, but it was 
the last one available and we took it.

The new Seattle public library in downtown Seattle, by architect Rem 
Koolhaas, houses the city’s main collection of books. The library includes a 

research center, coffee shop and a large children’s section.

TraVel: mOVing uP THe COaST

The Hub comes out every Tuesday and focuses on 
different cultures and travel.
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The City 
and  

the Sea
The views you encounter going up the coast from Northern 

California to Seattle range from city to seascapes. 
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B   dy
THe STudenT

By Carmellia munguia
Daily Titan Opinion Editor

cmunguia@dailytitan.com

I was rushed to the emergency 
room on a late Sunday afternoon in 
early November 2005. A ruptured 
ovarian cyst was the culprit.

The following week I was 
bedridden. The doctor’s advice to 
refrain from walking or any strenuous 
activity was irrelevant. Since the pain 
caused me to hunch over, I could 
barely walk to the bathroom.

The ovarian cyst formed during 
my menstrual period. every month 
an ovarian cyst occurs, but then 
dissolves during the menstrual cycle. 
however, in my case it did not 
dissolve, but remained and grew. 
Luckily it erupted, since they 
can grow to be malignant and in 
some cases they must be surgically 
removed.

Nevertheless, I experienced pain in 
my abdomen beyond discomforting. 
That day I was given morphine to 
reduce the pain. As I walked home 
from the emergency room, my head 
spun and my body grew numb.

The doctor prescribed Vicodin, 
which reduced the pain and made 
me sleepy.

I slept, slept and slept.
Sadly my health was the last 

thing on my mind. I had class to 
attend, a narrative essay to write 
and had two stories due for another 
class. Additionally, at the end of the 
month, I had a 15-page research 
paper due and a presentation to 
prepare for.

As I lay in bed, I wondered how 
much longer I would have to stay 
there.

I spent three days in bed, 
attempting to read and with little 
progress on my research. By the end 
of the week I was able to attend one 
class, but remained behind on my 
workload.

I managed to catch up by the end 
of the month, but it was a struggle.

The struggle caught up with me 
again this summer. I attended two 
courses at two different sessions, 
which overlapped by two weeks.

In attempt to get in shape, I began 
a consistent daily exercise regime.

After class, I exercised at Cal State 
Fullerton’s gym in the Kinesiology 
building for one hour, four days a 
week. The first week I felt great after 
my routine, but during the second 
week I began experiencing pain in 
my lower abdomen.

At first I thought it was from 
putting myself through a lot of 
strain from the exercise. Maybe it 
was a sore muscle? I ignored it 
and continued with my workout, 
but something was wrong. When I 
pressed my abdomen, I felt pain that 
could not come from sore muscles 
– instead I cringed and almost 
cried from the pressure to my lower 
abdomen.

Steadily, the pain grew stronger. 
I couldn’t sit still at home typing, 
trying to focus on the topic. On my 
way to school, I realized I could not 
sit through three hours of lecture 
without cringing and feeling the 
pain. I missed class that day and 
refrained from my exercise routine.

I realized something serious was 
happening to my body. I called 
the health Center and made an 
appointment to see a nurse. After 
a prescreening, I was advised to see 
a nurse and to take Ibuprofen to 
reduce the pain.

Luckily, she was available the next 
day, but I would have to miss a three-
hour class. The only appointment 
available was 15 minutes before class 
began, which meant I would have to 
miss class again. Fortunately, I had 
already done my essay and dropped 
it off at my professor’s office before 
class, but I still missed the lecture.

The nurse advised me to see a 
gynecologist immediately. She felt 
that I needed an ultrasound – a 
technique that uses high-frequency 
sound waves reflecting off internal 
body parts to create images – to 
determine my condition.

After I met with her, I called my 
gynecologist. I was able to see her 
the next day before class started.

I was diagnosed with an ovarian 

cyst, as the nurse had predicted.
Therefore, I was prescribed birth 

control to regulate my menstruation, 
since I am prone to ovarian cysts.

Now all I can do is see my 
gynecologist regularly and monitor 
its progress.

I am hopeful that the ovarian 
cyst does not erupt like the last one 
did, and that it shrinks naturally. 
Otherwise, I will see myself in 
the same situation as last fall – 
bedridden, missing class and behind 
in my assignments.

juST THe FaCTS

SymPTOmS 
• Can be asymptomatic (without 
symptoms) 
• Swelling 
• Aching, sharp pain, and bleeding 
• Pain may last from a few minutes 
to days 
• Feelings of pressure or weight in 
the lower abdomen 
 
TreaTmenT 
 
Diet and Nutrition 
• eliminating coffee 
• Reducing refined starches and 
intake of sugar 
• Increase foods rich in vitamin 
A, like carrots, tomatoes and salad 
greens 
 
Nutritional Supplements 
• Omega-3 essential fatty acids, like 
those in flaxseed and evening prim-
rose oils  
• Multivitamin and mineral supple-
ments  
 
Compresses 
• Stimulate circulation 
• exercise and bodywork 
• Daily 20 minute exercise is rec-
ommended 
• yoga increases circulation and 
healing, reduces stress 
• Mind/body therapies

SOurCe: information from www.healthline.com

Intense pain after a 
ruptured ovarian cyst 
leaves her bedriddden

in Pain and Bedridden -- Why 
you Should get Checked, Too

(From Page 1)
health hazards are intimately dependent on 

the mode of exposure – ingestion, absorption, 
inhalation, injection – concentration and the 
time frame,” Rogers said. “human responses 
range from irritation, headache, reddening of 
the skin [and] itching to conditions such as 
cancers which take years to develop and are most 
difficult to trace as to a single-source cause.”

More sex toy manufacturers, however, 
are beginning to sell items that are 
phthalate free as well as labeling health 
risks on the product box, a key selling 
point for many knowledgeable consumers.

“We don’t carry products that are 
dangerous to use,” Kimba said. “If 
there is something that might be harmful 
we always tell the customer about it and 
recommend that they use a condom with it.”

Bacteria are also a common concern 
for people who use adult toys and are 
easily preventable with proper care.

“People tend to think because they use it 
with just them, they do not need to 

clean them,” said Mary 
h e r m a n n , 

director of health education and 
Promotion at the CSuF health Center. 
“It is a foreign substance in your body, 
so you want to reduce the risk.” Sharing 
sex toys also puts users at a greater risk 
of contracting a sexually transmitted disease, 
including chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis.

“We sell toy cleaners but I always 
recommend using a condom,” Kimba said.

using a condom on adult toys will not only 
protect the user from getting a bacterial infection, 
but will also prevent the toy from deteriorating.

even when a condom is used, all toys must 
always be washed and cleaned before and after 
every sex act, whether oral, anal or vaginal.

“Treat it like a body part,” hermann said.
Water-based lubricant is the 

best type to use for any sexual act.
“Oil-based lube is difficult to clean up and 

could cause an infection in the vagina,” Kimba 
said. “Don’t use oil-based lube with a condom 
either because it may cause it to break or slip off.”

Other non-obvious risks of sex toys 
include internal rupturing of the vagina or 
rectum from vigorous, uncautioned use; 
choking on bondage items; and allergic 
reactions from lubricants, silicone and latex.

users are advised to purchase sex toys from 
a reputable company and to be cautious when 
using them since many of the toys are sold as 
novelty items and are not government regulated.

“using adult toys is healthy as long 
as they are being used safely and for the 
purpose intended,” hermann said.

TOyS: TaKe Care WHen Playing

The Student Body comes out every Wednesday 
and explores health, fitness and sexuality. 

PeRSONAL eXPeRIeNCe
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Sixth
FlOOr

The

As you thumb through the 
ink-blotched pages of out humble 
collegiate newspaper, it’s time 
to face the annual reality — 
summer’s over. Out with tropical 
vacations, trips to the fair and lazy 
days in your bikini; in with new 
class schedules, autumn leaves 
and some really bad television 
pilots.

We have officially returned 
“back to school.” We here at the 
Daily Titan find it interesting, 
the paradoxes of what those three 
words encompass at each level 
of the educational hierarchy as 
time passes with the pages of the 
calendar.

In elementary school, the 
return to the schoolyard is a 
celebrated rite of passage as 
children, engulfed in a state of 
innocence and growth, relish the 
return to reunite with friends and 
classmates who they are lumped 
together with year after year. 
everybody can’t wait to spit out 
the details of what they did over 
their summer.

Adolescence brings upon the 
tumultuous years of middle and 
high school, where the return to 
class is marked by comparably 
different undertones. Teenagers 
love to up play the metamorphosis 
they have undergone since 
June as if to say, “the summer 
changed me.” Be it three-inch 
growth spurts, lost virginities or 
new wardrobes, adolescents are 
constantly looking to prove their 
maturity and coming of age, and 
return to school is an integral 
event they mark on the calendar.

And then you have us, the 
apathetic college students. By the 
time most of us have reached this 
level many of the aforementioned 

nuances of the annual ritual are 
gone. For the most part, no 
one cares what you did over 
the summer, the brands you are 
wearing or whom you hooked 
up with.

unlike the prior levels, you 
may not even have an overlapping 
classmate from the previous 
semester. At this high-volume 
commuter campus it is entirely 
possible to attend class everyday 
in pajamas and flip-flops without 
speaking to a single soul.

educational goals take 
precedent over the narcissistic 
storytelling of grade school or 
pretentiousness of high school. 
The student body is a bingo 
wheel of all ages, classes and 
backgrounds, masking the social 
norm a melancholy melting pot 
where there is no “in” or “out.” 

That being said, it’s time to turn 
things around and remember that 
we are still in school, and savor 
these last days of institutional 
education. When you’re in class 
tell people about your boring 
trip to Sea World. Show off those 
new Vans and don’t you dare take 
the tag off. Tell anyone who will 
listen about every hot guy or girl 
you had a summer fling with, 
even if you are lying.

Just as fast as the years of 
pencil sharpeners whizzed into 
pep assemblies then whizzed into 
the life at a big university, they 
will be over that quickly.

And we will be trading in our 
backpacks for briefcases before 
you know it.

So let’s take this one last chance 
to enjoy the annual rite of passage 
known as back to school the way 
we used to, cause after that it’s all 
downhill.

The Daily Titan Editorial Board consists of the executive editor, 
the managing editor, the news editors, the opinion editor and the  
copy chief. The editorial is discussed and then is voted upon by the 

members of the board.

By liSa jung / For the daily Titan

By Hilary daViS
U-Wire - Rocky Mountain Collegian

FORT COLLINS, Colo. - here 
you are, about to embark on this 
wonderful journey called college. 
Welcome. We’re glad you’re here. 
Or at least we’ll be glad until you are 
standing around, lost and getting in 
the way of bikers and we are forced 
to run you over.

But while you are recovering from 
your injuries, you can just think of it 
as a lesson learned.

however, the learning won’t stop 
there. Oh, no — you have much to 
learn here at this fine institute of 
higher education. As a senior, I feel 
that I should take it upon myself to 
help you along your way.

Lesson No. 1: Be nice to your 
parents.

even though you’re free from 
their reign of terror for at least 
four years, assuming you make 
it all the way through, they will 
still buy you things and take you 
to dinner occasionally, if you let 
them. you might not realize it, but 
unencumbered freedom does have 
its drawbacks. Chief among them is 
monetary cost.

College is the only time in your 
life when it’s socially acceptable to 
be poor. however, it is never socially 
acceptable to invite people over if 
you have no toilet paper.

Be nice to your parents, call them, 
ask for their advice, and they will 
return the favor by keeping you 
stocked with life’s necessities, which 
includes toilet paper. And also easy 
Mac, because you really can’t eat 
residence hall food forever.

Which brings me neatly to lesson 
No. 2: you should probably go to 
the gym.

The Freshman 15 is not a myth, 
but a cold hard truth. especially if 
you eat a lot of cold ice cream, as 
many of you will want to do. Of 
course, by the end of the year your 
hall may be serving shredded taco 
lettuce instead of salad, so there’s 
always the starvation route, if you feel 
so inclined. But I don’t recommend 
it, because you may lack the strength 
to even wake up and go to class. And 
while we’re on that note —

Lesson No. 3: Go to class.
Strange, but true — going to 

class will actually ensure that you 
will get good grades. I know it’s 
hard when your loft bed beckons so 
invitingly, your Playstation 2 looks 
at you like a neglected child, or 
that hot individual across the hall 
wants to stay out until 2 a.m., and if 
you don’t go you will never be cool 
again. I know.

But if you don’t go to class, your 
parents (or you) will be wasting a lot 
of money, and that’s not very nice, 
now is it?

Now we’ve come to lesson No. 
4, something I have been very 
successful with, having embraced 
the tenets of lesson number four 
immediately upon entering CSu.

The “real world” that is supposedly 
waiting for you after high school 
graduation does not exist anywhere 
other than on MTV. At CSu, we 
embrace the good things in life, like 
wearing pajamas to dinner, walking 
around barefoot, and playing with 
sidewalk chalk on the Plaza. CSu is 
not the big, scary “real world” so try 
to have some fun. But it’s also not 
“Survivor” and you can’t vote out your 
roommate. So try to get along, kids.

So, to sum it all up: Be nice to 
your parents, work out occasionally 
and go to class. If you follow my 
infinite wisdom, you’ll do just fine. 
unless I run you over with my bike 
first, in which case I’m very sorry.

a little advice 
for Freshmen

“I see news people.” 
An occasional column that details the happenings on the sixth floor of CSUF’s 
College Park building, Suites 660 and 670 - the home of the Daily Titan.
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MONEYIN DEptH
Chimes
Serenade 
Campus
New system brings 
Westminster chimes 
back to the university

bY JuLIE ANNE INES
Daily Titan Executive Editor

jines@dailytitan.com

If you’re walking around campus 
and hear bells ringing every hour 
and quarter hour, don’t fret.

It’s not the adventures of the night 
before – or from really early this 
morning – catching up with you. 

And no one named Quasimodo 
has been hired by the institution.

The sounds you hear are those 
of Cal State Fullerton’s new carillon 
chime system from Maas-Rowe 
Carillons Inc. that was installed late 
this spring in the Pollack Library. 

Made possible by a $30,000 
donation from long-time campus 
supporter Bill McGarvey, the bells 
were installed just before graduation 
in May, said Pamela Hillman, 
the vice president of University 
Advancement in an e-mail interview.

Hillman said it was President 
Gordon’s advisory board and the 
president himself who decided 
to seek the funds for the chimes.

Campus facilities identified 
the cost for a chime system, and 
Hillman worked with Bill Barrett 
in the office of the Vice President 
for Administration and Finance 
in order to find the funds for it.

Hillman requested the funds 
from McGarvey, a community 
member, and the physical 
plant installed the system.

The system from the Escondido-
based company mimics Westminster 
chimes using a compact disc player, a 
250-watt amplifier and four 60-watt 
waterproof speakers. The speakers 
have been strategically placed on 
the library roof in order to spread 
the sound around the campus.

Though the system is 
digital, there is still a little bit 
of the old school left in them.

The chime sounds are created 
at the moment they are heard by 
small clappers striking precisely 
tuned metal – like miniature bells.

Just as in a large bell like those 
found at the top of the Notre 
Dame cathedral, the vibrating 
metal creates the sound, which is 
then amplified by the speakers.

The songs that the bells play are 
determined by the compact discs that 
have been inserted into the system.

Systems like CSUF’s are on 
about half of all Cal State and 
University of campuses, said Joel 
Bloom, the sales and marketing 
coordinator at Maas-Rowe.

One reason that Bloom cites for the 
systems’ popularity is Maas-Rowe’s 
proximity to California schools. 

In all, there are only three major 
companies that sell carillon systems, 
and Maas-Rowe is the only one 
located in California, Bloom said.

However, Bloom said 
another factor is the sound 
of the Maas-Rowe systems.

“Bells are typically not very 
musical,” because they don’t sound 

free August 
parking 

Health Center 
Keeps Accreditation

bY JICkIE tOrrES
Daily Titan Features Editor

jtorres@dailytitan.com

The Accreditation Association 
for Ambulatory Health Care Inc., 
the same agency that regulates 
and accredits the U.S. Air Force, 
renewed Cal State Fullerton’s 
accreditation this year, continuing 
a twenty-year streak for the facility.

Mary Hermann, director of 
Health Education and Promotion 
for CSUF, said that the university, 
like previous years, scored highly 
amongst surveyors who check if the 
facility is running up to standard.

During the two-day process the 
association checks that policies are 
updated, credentialed providers are 
following guidelines for privacy, 
the facilities are clean and that 
the administration is holding 
monthly meetings to monitor the 
policies of the health center and 
safety guidelines, Hermann said.

“We have typically performed very 
well,” Hermann said. “We have a 
great staff that is pretty on time with 
the regulation and quality control, 
and we always walk away from the 
accreditation process with very minor 
recommendations for change.”

Accreditation Association 
coordinator Africa McWilliams 
said the groups standards are 
updated every year according to 
achievements in the industry and 
changes in government regulation. 
Further, the Association prides itself 
in being a multi-functional surveyor.

“What we try to do is be an 
education organization so our 
surveyors go in, and if [a facility] 
does not meet a standard we usually 
try to provide them with the 
corrective measures and they are 
given suggestions and are allowed a 
time period to correct any concerns.” 
McWilliams said. “So it really 
depends on the institution whether 
or not the process is difficult for 
them. We do our best to try and help.”

Herman said that the primarily 
student-funded health center 
doesn’t necessarily benefit 
directly from accreditation, the 
students and the university do.

“I think that it proves to the 
student that we have quality control 
measures,” Hermann said. “The 
students have the right to receive 
quality health care services and it 
also allows the student to know 
that there is a governing body and 
a checks-and-balances system.”

“Issues are addressed and 
eliminated and we like to know 
that our facility is performing 
at a level where the students are 
receiving top level care,” Herman 
said. This is important considering 
many ambulatory health care 
facilities don’t use the most 
current medical practices, she said.

Junior criminal justice major Nancy 
Ortiz said that students should value 
the services they have on campus.

“When you think about all the 
people who can’t afford decent 
health care, or any health care 
at all, in our country you have 
to feel lucky to have a center on 
campus that provides you with it 
and at a high quality too,” she said.

CSUF maintains 
industry standards and 
proves students can get 
quality care for free

bY tHE NuMbErS

22,000
Number of students who utilize the 

Student Health Center each year

440,000
Number of appointments booked 

per year

365
Number of days a year the health 

center is open

SOurCE: CSuf Student Health Center

0
Number of dollars a student will spend 
on an average general health care visit

Full-Time Faculty Receive Laptops

bY JICkIE tOrrES
Daily Titan Features Editor

jtorres@dailytitan.com

Cal State Fullerton is the first 
school in the CSU system to 
provide all full-time faculty with 
brand new laptops. The program, 
in keeping with CSUF’s propensity 
toward technology in education, 
should enable professors more 
freedom and flexibility than ever.

The rollout, pushed through 
by President Gordon, was 
effective earlier this spring. 

The Information Technology 
department is about 70 percent 
of the way through rolling out 
the laptop program, said Amir 
Dabirian, the chief information 
technology officer for the campus.

Among other benefits, faculty 
will have the ability to be online 
anytime, anywhere; to answer e-
mails; and see student records.

Linda Orozco, professor of 
Educational Leadership, was 
in Thailand for the summer 
to lead a student program and 
her laptop enabled her to stay 
connected to the university and 
do things she had never been 
able to do on previous trips.

“With my laptop and my 
camera, which I purchased to work 
in conjunction with the laptop, 
I was able to have a conference 
with the dean of the Humanities 
and Social Sciences department,” 
Orozco said. “She was able to meet 
15 of my students in Thailand, 
who saw her and talked to her and 
she met them with. So with the 
video and audio, it was amazing.”

Orozco was also able to 
access files from her desktop 
back in California and said the 
new laptops make computer 
management so much easier.

“I can pull out a PowerPoint from 
my desktop to my laptop, I don’t have 
double files everywhere,” she said. “It 
gives me access to all the software that 
the campus has to offer, and I’m not 
violating any agreements regarding 
piracy. Before I couldn’t do that.”

Victoria Costa, chair and 
professor of the Department 
of Secondary Education, 
said that benefits will trickle 
down to the student as well.

“It enables us to be online anytime, 
anywhere, to answer e-mails and see 
students, so there is increased access 
from the professor to the student,” 
Costa said. “The professor is using 
technology more efficiently and 
effectively because they will hopefully 
be using the technology more.”

This is an important aspect 
for professors like Costa and 
Orozco, who value technological 
coordination in the educational 
spectrum. Orozco thinks it will 
even help faculty that may not 
see the immediate advantages.

“There are professors like myself 
who have always tried to use the 
technology, we know what the 
capacity might be and we latch on 
to it,” she said. “But then there 
are professors that may have not 
caught on. When they realize they 
can access student records and 

Technology offers more 
mobility for professors, 
students will benefit too

SEE CHIMES - pAgE A4 SEE LAptOpS - pAgE A4 

bY JOE SIMMONS
Daily Titan Copy Chief
jsimmons@dailytitan.com

Students will be able to park 
without a permit in any of the 
student parking lots until Sept. 1.

The grace period for parking 
without a permit was added for this 
semester because of a production 

error with the company that 
produces the permits for Cal 
State Fullerton students, said Sam 
Komolafe, an officer with CSUF’s 
parking and transportation services.

Students who ordered their 
permit online might receive 
their permits late, he said, but 
students can still purchase permits 
at the cashier’s office, as usual.

Because it will be impossible 
to enforce parking in student 
lots during the grace period, no 

Students have grace 
period of two weeks 
before they can be cited

SEE pArkINg - pAgE A4 

bY JICkIE tOrrES
Daily Titan Features Editor

jtorres@dailytitan.com

The cost of a pack of cigarettes 
in California may jump to a record 
price if Proposition 86 passes in 
the November elections. The 
proposition will add an historic 
300 percent, or $2.60 per pack. 

Maria Robles, a registered 
nurse and spokesperson for Yes 
on Proposition 86 said that the 
proposition could save lives.  

“California is facing a whole 
host of healthcare priorities,” 
Robles said.  “Prop 86 will reduce 
smoking significantly in the state 
particularly where our children 
are concerned and help us resolve 
these priorities.”

Robles referenced an 

independent study conducted 
by the California Department of 
Health.  In the study, an increase 
in taxes of this magnitude would 
potentially prevent 700,000 
underage children from smoking 
as well as help half a million adults 
to quit.  

The proposition, initiated 
primarily by the healthcare 
industry, outlines the creation of 
a fund that would serve to pay, 
for among other things: children’s 
health insurance; emergency 
care services; nurse education 
(including increased funding for 
nursing programs in the UC, 
Cal State and community college 
systems); disease prevention, 
treatment and research; tobacco-
use prevention and control and 
supplementation to Proposition 10 
programs resultant of California’s 
last tobacco-tax increase in 1998. 
Opponents of the proposition, 
comprised largely of tobacco 
corporations, retailers, taxpayer 
groups and some law enforcement 
say that the measure will increase 

state deficit, crime rate and has 
clear and obvious language written 
into the ballot label that exempts 
hospitals from certain anti-trust 
laws.  

“The biggest misconception is 
that this is a measure that would 
stop teens from smoking and 
help current smokers keep from 
smoking,” said No on Proposition 
86 spokesperson, Carla Hass. 
“Only 10 percent of revenue goes 
to any kind of smoking cessation 
program.  But it has been marketed 
as a stop smoking campaign.” 

Hass said legislative analysis 
points to a clear money-trail that 
leads to large hospital corporations 
receiving 40 percent of fund 
revenue.  

“The bottom line goes toward 
the hospital accounting offices 
who can use it to pay off bad debt 
or unpaid doctor fees,” Hass said. “ 
Basically, 85 percent of the money 
raised goes to things 

Smokers face More taxes With prop. 86
by kevin rogers / Daily titan photo Editor

Health industry wants 
smokers to fund special 
programs with taxes

SEE SMOkErS - pAgE A4 
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new flag - We wanted to 
keep the feel of the old 
daily Titan but update it to 
make it look a little more 
eye-catching. That’s why 
we  featured an elephant in 
motion.

Color palette -  in order to 
keep with our school colors, 
we selected a palette that is 
grounded in deep blue and 
hues of orange.

Centerpiece -  The 
centerpiece will highlight 
a significant or interesting 
story in the inside pages 
or just a stand-alone story 
that students could find 
interesting. 

info boxes -  infoboxes will 
highlight the important 
facts or numbers of a story 
so that readers can get a 
quick idea of what the story 
is about. 

Convergence -  One of the 
big things we’re focusing 
on this semester is uniting 
our online and print 
editions. So, look for more 
multimedia presentations in 
the future.

redesigned With readers in mind
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Roll Call: 
Cal State Fullerton welcomes 

93 new full-time tenure faculty 
members and staff to the university.

The new staff was hired to keep up 
with the growing student population 
as well as faculty retirements.

According to an article published 
in the Daily Titan on May 11, 
2006, between 30 to 34 members 
retired this year. Even though only 
62 tenure members were hired last 
spring, the university raised this 
year’s quota to 100 new members. 
The university only expected 80 
percent of applicants to be hired 
this fall due to the high demand.

The hiring increase of full-time 
tenure faculty members is an effort 
to close the gap between the number 
of part-time and full-time members, 
said Joe Arnold, associate dean for 
the College of the Arts, in the article.

The majority of new faculty 
members are in the College of 
Humanities and Social Sciences, one 
of the largest colleges on campus. 
Only one new staff member in the 
College of Engineering and Computer 
Science. Several faculty members 
have also been added to the library.

The new faculty members are 
eager to join the CSUF community, 
based on a quick-response 
questionnaire they answered. 
Web site at www.dailytitan.com.

CSUF Enlists
New Facult y  

By Julie Anne Ines & Cindy Tullues

Akashi	 	Naoko	 	 .	 Economics
Akbulut	MehmetE.	 Dr.	 Finance
Ames	 Carol	A.	Dr.	 Communications
Bailey	 CarolineE.	 Dr.	 Human	Services
Ball	 Erica		 L.	 Dr.	 American	Studies
Bell	 David	 R.	 Mr.	 Library
Bono	 Katherine	E.	 Dr.	 Child	and	Adolescent	Studies
Bonuso		Nicole	 Dr.	 Geological	Sciences
Bourget	Alain	 	 Dr.	 Mathematics
Bowers	Erica		 R.	 Dr.	 Reading
Brown	 Gregory	C.	 Dr.		 Politics,	Administration	&	Justice
Bruns	 Cynthia	W.	 Ms.	 Technical	Services
Cadwallader	Susan	K.Dr.	 Marketing
Chen	 Esther	 J.	 Dr.	 Biological	Science
Cherry	 BarbaraJ.	 Dr.	 Psychology
Collins	 Dana	 M.	 Dr.	 Sociology
Cooky	 Cheryl	 A.	 Ms.	 Kinesiology
Cox	 Keni	 B.	 Dr.	 Educational	Leadership
Dalley	 Lana	 L.	 Dr.	 English,	Comp.	Lit	and	Linguistics
Davis,	Jr.Anthony	L.	 Mr.	 Library
Fitts	 Shanan	 	 Ms.	 Elementary/Bilingual	Education
Fontdevilla	Jorge	Dr.	 Sociology
Gough	 Donna	 .	 Ms.	 Women’s	Studies	Program
Guenther	Katja	M.	 Dr.	 Sociology
Hanson	Christine	K.	 Ms.	 Communications
Hinesmon-Matthews	Lezlee	J.	 Dr.	 Afro-Ethnic	Studies
Hogan	 Sean	 R.	 Dr.	 Human	Services
Hyland	 Christopher	 J.	 Dr.	 Chemistry	and	
Biochemistry
Ibrahim	Mohammed	 Z.	 Dr.	 Comparative	Religion
Infante	 Nicole	 M.		 Ms.	 Mathematics
Istad	 Robert	 M.	 Mr.	 Music

Jang	 Hee	Soun	 Ms.	 Politics,	Administration	&	Justice
Jarvis	 Matthew	G.	 Mr.	 Politics,	Administration	&	Justice
Jolles	 Marjorie	B.	 Dr.	 Women’s	Studies	Program
Judelson	Daniel	 A.	 Mr.	 Kinesiology
Jung	Woo		S.	 	 Mr.	 Special	Education	
Kazoleas	Dean	C.	 Dr.	 Communications
Khanin	 Dmitry	 M.	 Mr.	 Management
Kim	 Janna	 L.	 Dr.	 Child	and	Adolescent	Studies
Koo	 Dixie	 J.	 Dr.	 Politics,	Administration	&	Justice
Lartey	Emmanuel	K.	 Mr.	 Economics
Latonero	Mark	O.	 Dr.	 Communications
Lee	 Emily	 S.	 Dr.	 Philosophy
Leibsohn	David	L.	 Mr.	 Management
Lindheim	Rachel	A.	 Dr.	 Liberal	Studies
Liu	 Yue	 	 Ms.	 Finance
Lohman	Laura	 A.	 Dr.	 Music
Mahto	 Raj	 	 Mr.	 Management
Mandell	Elisa	 C.	 Dr.		 Art
Markley	Jonathan	B.	 Dr.	 History
McEligot	Archana		J.	 Dr.	 Health	Science
McMillen	Tyler	K.	 Dr.	 Mathematics
Miller	 Steven	 A.	 Mr.		 Psychology
Monti	 Gloria	 	 Dr.	 Radio-TV-Film
Mouttapa	Michele	M.	 Dr.	 Health	Science
Nelson	 Megan	 K.	 Dr.	 History
Nichols	Ryan	 T.	 Dr.	 Philosophy
Nishigawara	NobuhitoMr.	Art
PachecoDerek	 A.	 Mr.	 English,	Comp.	Lit	and	Linguistics
Patel	 Nilay	 V.	 Dr.	 Biological	Science
Peissig	 Jessie	 J.	 Dr.	 Psychology
Pirinsky	Christo	 Mr.		 Finance
Ponder	 Jennifer	 Dr.	 Elementary/Bilingual	Education

Puente	 Henry	 	 Dr.	 Communications
Rakovski	Carter	C.	 Dr.	 Sociology
Robertson	Suzanne	C.	 Dr.	 Nursing
Rubin	 Daniela	A.		 Dr.	 Kinesiology
Salyers	 Vincent	L.	 Dr.	 Nursing
Sanchez	Eduard	M.	 Mr.	 Special	Education
Scher	 Christine	 Dr.	 Psychology
Sen	 Sagnika	 Ms.	 ISDS
Seung	 HyeKyeung	 Dr.	 Human	Communication	Studies
Shevchenko	Alexei	V.Dr.	 Politics,	Administration	&	Justice
Short	 John	 W.	 Mr.	 Theatre	and	Dance
Silva	 Paula	 	 Dr.	 Management
Slogar	Christopher	L.	 Dr.	 Art
Spears	 Gwendolyn	 Ms.	 Nursing
Spiropoulous	Georgia	V.Ms.	 Politics,	Administration	&	Justice
Spitzer	 Scott	 J.	 Dr.	 Politics,	Administration	&	Justice
Stichter	Kenneth	L.	 Dr.	 Educational	Leadership
Teven	 Jason	 J.	 Dr.	 Human	Communication	Studies
Tifrea	 Ionel	 	 Dr.	 Physics
Tiwari	 Binod	 	 Dr.	 Civil	&	Environmental	Engineering
Tunender	Heather	C.	 Ms.	 Library
Vander	Veldt	Michelle	L.	Ms.	 Elementary/Bilingual	Education
Walsh	 Eileen	 T.	 Dr.		 Sociology
WheelerRobertT.								Dr.	 Marketing
Wickman	Mary	E.	 Dr.	 Nursing
Winstead	 Lisa	J.	 Dr.	 Elementary/Bilingual	Education
Wright	 Kathleen	K.	 Ms.	 Accounting
Wu	 Guohua	 Dr.	 Communications
Xu	 Lei	 	 Ms.	 Geography
Yang	 Seung-Bum	 Dr.	 Politics,	Administration	&	Justice

New Teachers

College of 
Business and 
Economics

14%

College of 
Humanities and 
Social Sciences

31%

College of 
Education

10%

Other
4%

College of 
Communications

10%

College of 
Engineering and 

Computer Science
1%College of Health 

and Human 
Development

14%

College of the 
Arts
6%

College of Natural 
Sciences and 
Mathematics

10%

Check out the faculty responses 
to our questionaire by  visiting 
the Daily Titan Web site at www.
dailytitan.com. 

View all their answers, including 
their advice to students that are 
taking their classes.  
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Julie	Anne	Ines
Perhaps	the	first	thing	that	

people	notice	about	Julie	Anne	
is	her	stature,	or	lack	thereof.	
But	although	she	is	the	shortest	
member	of	the	Daily	Titan	
staff,	she	also	happens	to	be	
the	most	powerful,	leading	the	
team	as	executive	editor.
While	it’s	easy	to	be	

intimidated	by	the	position,	
don’t	be.	She’s	as	big	a	geek	as	
they	come.

For	fun,	she	likes	to	read,	
play	the	piano,	write	music,	
sing	in	strange	languages,	
play	tennis,	play	with	her	dog	
—	a	Husky/Labrador	Retriever	
mix	named	Nancy	—	and	
explore	the	world	of	Japanese	
animation	with	her	boyfriend	
of	almost	three	years,	whom	
she	met	when	they	were	
both	working	at	the	local	
community	college	newspaper,	
The	Hornet.

She	also	likes	to	show	
people	that	she	(most	of	the	
time)	can	tell	when	to	use	
the	word	“who”	or	“whom”	
properly	in	a	sentence.

Some	of	the	people	she	
would	like	to	meet	someday	
would	be	Johnny	Depp	
(preferably	someplace	dark),	
Jack	the	Ripper	(preferably	
somewhere	with	lots	of	
lighting,	like	a	WalMart)	and	
President	George	W.	Bush	
(ditto).

Cindy	Tullues
Born	in	the	heart	of	

Namibia,	an	African	country	
often	forgotten,	Cindy	
spent	most	of	her	childhood	
days	in	the	sun	—	catching	
tadpoles	in	a	nearby	lake	to	
add	to	her	growing	pet	frog	
population.	At	the	age	of	13,	
she	and	her	family	moved	to	
California	where	she	would	
begin	her	lifelong	journey	as	
an	American.	Graduating	in	

2007,	she	eagerly	anticipates	
her	academic	freedom.	Though	
she	has	seen	and	heard	horror	
stories	about	the	grinding	life	
of	reporters	—	working	12-
hour	days,	sleeping	under	their	
desks	and	practically	living	
on	a	caffeine	diet	—	the	idea	
of	her	potential	misfortune	is	
the	very	idea	that	keeps	her	
pushing	for	success.		Like	
most	22-year-olds,	she	bears	
the	social	burden	of	school.She	

does	however	enjoy	floating	
lifelessly	on	a	water	raft	with	
a	Coke	Slurpee	by	her	side.	
But	do	not	expect	her	to	finish	
her	drink	because	she	has	an	
unexplainable	so-called	phobia	
of	finishing	a	beverage.	Some	
think	it	is	strange,	she	thinks	it	
is	unique.

Adam	Levy
A	super-duper	senior,	28-

year-old	Head	News	Editor	
Adam	Levy	comes	to	the	
Daily	Titan	with	a	multitude	
of	credentials	that	make	him	
an	exciting	new	addition	as	
the	fall	semester	commences.	
Touted	as	the	second	coming	

of	Hemingway	(by	himself),	
Levy’s	impressive	resume	
includes	a	10-year	summer	
vacation	after	high	school,	
establishing	himself	as	
CSUF’s	answer	to	Van	Wilder	
(without	the	good	looks	or	
quick	wit)	meets	Clark	Kent	
(without	the	super	powers).
An	honors	student	out	of	high	
school,	Levy	took	the	scenic	
route	through	a	decade-long	
odyssey	through	the	Orange	
County	junior	college	system,	
before	finally	getting	accepted	
into	CSUF	(on	an	alleged	
paperwork	error.)		

Now	taking	over	the	helm	

of	the	news	page,	Levy	strives	
to	bring	the	CSUF	populace	
what	it	wants	everyday,	with	
a	rapid-fire	dose	of	“sex,	
crime	and	Myspace,”	to	keep	
readers’	eyes	fixated	on	the	
Daily	Titan’s	news	pages.	
The	pack-a-day	smoker	keeps	
himself	alert	on	a	diet	of	beef,	
chicken	and	eight	cans	of	Red	
Bull	daily.	Aside	from	his	
preternatural	abilities	with	the	
pen,	Levy	is	most	proud	of	his	
greatest	natural	weapon,	which	
has	garnered	him	the	nickname	
“Hung	like	Seabiscuit.”

Jaime	Cárdenas	
Jaime	Cárdenas	is	the	laziest	

hardest	worker.	Ever.	That	is	a	
contradiction,	but	so	is	he.	

Cárdenas	worked	at	two	
top-25	papers	and	had	an	
internship	at	another.	He	brings	
a	lot	of	experience	to	the	staff.

And	even	if	most	of	his	
experience	is	in	Sports,	he	will	
still	be	able	to	contribute	to	the	
news	section.
But	Cárdenas	won’t	be	able	

to	do	it	alone.	As	stated,	he’s	
lazy.	If	you	see	something	
interesting	happen	or	have	a	
great	story	idea	contact	him.

Cárdenas	was	born	in	San	
Diego,	but	raised	in	Tijuana,	
Mexico.

The	U.S.	lifestyle	is	too	
slow	for	him.	For	Cárdenas,	
Mexico	is	way	more	fun	and	
outgoing.	He	doesn’t	like	to	go	
to	the	mall	unless	he’s	buying	
something.

When	Cárdenas	was	growing	
up	he	wanted	to	be	a	baseball	
player,	but	he	quickly	realized	
that	he	wasn’t	going	to	have	a	
career	as	a	sports	athlete.	So	
Cárdenas	dropped	the	bat	and	
glove	and	picked	up	a	pen	and	
paper		and	kept	the	balls.
Cárdenas	won’t	take	guano	

from	anyone	and	won’t	back	
down	from	anything,	except	a	
screaming	girlfriend.

Laurens	Ong
Laurens	Ong	has	been	

with	the	Daily	Titan	for	the	
last	three	semesters	as	a	staff	

writer,	assistant	sports	editor	
and	sports	editor.	He	is	going	
to	be	entering	his	first	full	
semester	as	the	sports	editor	
and	is	looking	forward	to	the	
challenges	of	being	“The	Man”	
from	day	one.
Coming	into	the	fall	of	‘05,	

Ong	was	the	assistant	sports	
editor	and	he	really	didn’t	
know	if	he	had	the	confidence	
to	be	where	he	is	now.	In	
the	spring,	it	seemed	that	
Ong’s	default	position	was	as	
assistant	sports	guy	again.	He	
tried	helping	out	as	best	as	he	
could	with	putting	out	the	DT	
sports	page.	He	finally	got	the	

opportunity	during	the	latter	
part	of	the	year	to	become	the	
sports	editor.

While	becoming	an	editor	
obviously	has	importance	
in	the	natural	progression	
of	being	a	student	journalist	
and	working	at	any	school	
publication,	it	was	just	
something	that	Ong	never	
seriously	thought	about	
happening.	Maybe	he	was	just	
content	to	wait	in	the	wings	or	
to	watch	over	someone’s	back	
and	be	more	of	a	behind-the-
scenes	kind	of	guy.

Ong	did	learn	a	lot	from	
both	the	fall	and	spring	sports	
editors	that	he	had	worked	
with.	For	Ong,	it	was	better	to	
observe	how	editors	did	things	
before	having	jumped	into	the	
mix	as	a	page	editor.	He	might	
not	have	always	liked	being	
the	assistant	sports	editor	for	
whatever,	various	reasons,	but	
he	wouldn’t	be	where	he	is	
right	now	if	he	didn’t	put	in	
his	time	and	understanding	by	
watching

Christen	
D`Alessandro
Christen	D’Alessandro	

is	going	to	be	in	her	first	
semester	as	an	assistant	sports	
editor	for	the	Daily	Titan.	
While	it’s	only	a	portion	of	
her	life,	sports	seems	to	be	
one	of	her	cherished	interests.	
Christen	also	seems	motivated	

to	do	whatever	it	takes	to	get	
herself	into	a	position	where	
she	is	on	top	of	her	game.	
As	a	Daily	Titan	staff	writer,	
she	has	never	hesitated	to	
cover	various	sports	such	
as	wrestling,	basketball	and	
baseball.

She	has	done	freelance	
work,	covering	basketball	
games	for	the	Daily	Breeze.	
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She	has	coached	softball	and	
before	getting	to	CSUF,	also	
played	basketball	for	her	junior	
college.		Over	the	summer	of	
‘06,	she	lived	in	New	York	
and	worked	at	an	internship	
for	Major	League	Baseball	
publications.

Carmelia	Mungia
Carmellia	Munguia	is	this	

semester’s	Opinion	Editor	for	
the	Daily	Titan.

She	is	a	California	native	
who	grew	up	in	Anaheim	and	
lived	in	Orange	County	until	
she	turned	25.	Since	then,	she	
has	lived	in	different	cities	
locally,	in	Los	Angeles	and	
abroad.
Carmellia’s	first	upper-

education	experience	began	at	

Fullerton	Community	College	
were	she	majored	in	Fashion	
Design.

After	acquiring	her	
associate’s	degree,	she	moved	
abroad,	pursued	learning	
languages,	and	worked.

Several	years	later,	Carmellia	
finds	herself	back	in	Fullerton	
studying	at	Cal	State	Fullerton	
as	a	bachelor’s	candidate	
of	journalism	print	with	the	
intention	of	applying	for	the	
English	Masters	program.

She	aspires	to	become	a	
writer.	Had	she	not	followed	
this	discipline,	she	would	
have	studied	anthropology	or	
sociology.	She	has	a	general	
interest	in	people	and	she	
highly	appreciates	cultural	
diversity.	Curiosity	to	learn	
from	and	see	the	unknown	
feeds	her	interest,	which	is	
one	of	the	reasons	why	she	
enjoys	reporting	and	chose	this	
profession.

Throughout	the	semester	you	
will	read	stories	that	she	has	
edited	or	written.	Carmellia	
hopes	that	they	either	spark	a	

general	interest,	disagreement,	
or	a	pleasurable	reading	
experience.	You	be	the	judge;	
she	welcomes	your	opinion.

Kirsten	Alto
Kirsten	spends	her	time	

outside	school	and	work	
painting,	swimming,	shopping	
with	money	she	doesn’t	

have	and	hanging	out	with	
her	hunky	boyfriend.	If	
she	were	rich	and	had	no	
responsibilities,	she’d	most	
likely	spend	all	of	her	time	
shopping	or	lounging	around	
by	some	body	of	water.	These	
two	activities	would	be	done	
in	many	different	countries	
as	well,	because	Kirsten	is	a	
big	fan	of	traveling	and	has	
experienced	eight	different	
countries	already.

Among	everything	else,	her	
most	favorite	two	things	on	
earth	are	her	two	cats,	Jodi	and	
Poopcat.	She	adores	animals	
and	plans	on	also	loving	a	
pug,	a	macaw,	tropical	fish,	a	
water	turtle	and	a	frog	once	
she	stops	throwing	her	money	
down	the	drain	renting	and	
can	actually	buy	a	house.	
She’s	into	donating	money	for	
endangered	species	and	after	
interning	at	the	L.A.	Zoo,	has	
decided	to	try	out	veganism	as	
well	to	be	kind	to	the	animals.

She’s right for the job, 
though, having been to many 
concerts, movie premieres, 
award shows and simply 
loving all that is entertainment. 
So, if you see her around, she’s 
not known as anything other 
than Kirsten, that’s pronounced 
K(ear)sten. In fact, if you do 
see her around, you can pretty 
much yell whatever you want, 
because she’s nosey and will 
turn for anything.

Jickie	Torres

Aside	from	having	the	
weirdest	name	on	the	list,	
Jickie	Torres	is	a	champion	
procrastinator	in	an	industry	
of	puntcuals.	Her	talents	
include	daydreaming,	making	
omelets	and	smoking	cigarettes	
while	applying	lip-gloss	while	
adjusting	the	radio	while	
driving.	When	not	screaming	
at	the	Macs	in	the	newsroom,	
Jickie	can	be	found	staring	
at	nature,	planning	her	next	
destination	abroad	and	

perfecting	her	handstands	in	
her	swimming	pool.		When	she	
wins	the	lotto,	Jickie	intends	
to	donate	half	to	charity	
(family	and	friends	similarly	
categorized),	buy	a	house	in	
each	of	the	major	geographical	
classifications,	and	expand	
on	her	highly	publicized	shoe	
collection.	For	her	next	life,	
Jickie	plans	to	return	to	earth	
as	a	computer	virus	and	infect	
all	the	hard	drives	of	the	
editors	that	never	replied	to	
her	exceptionally	well	written	
cover	letters.

Kevin	Rogers
Kevin	Rogers	loves	life.	

He	loves	Jesus.	That’s	pretty	
much	what	it	comes	down	to.	
Everything	else	sort	of	falls	
into	place	when	those	factors	
are	put	into	place	everyday	
as	he	wakes	up	in	this,	his	
twenty-second	year	on	earth.	
His	family	is	amazing	and	
he	says	“I	love	you”	to	his	
friends.	He	named	his	beautiful	
girlfriend	“The	Wange.”	
Why?	Who	knows?	He	must	
think	she	is	some	kind	of	
superhero.	The	guy	admires	
the	natural	beauty	of	the	world	
and	explores	it	as	much	as	
possible	by	doing	things	such	
as	traveling	all	over	Europe	or	
walking	in	his	backyard	and	
admiring	the	mountains	that	

engulf	his	view.	He	dislikes	
the	fast	pace	of	Orange	County	
and	just	wishes	everyone	
would	slow	down,	get	over	
themselves	and	see	that	there	
are	more	incredible	things	in	
the	world	than	celebrities.	He	
would	love	to	live	on	an	island	
in	the	Indian	Ocean,	but	he	
knows	darn	well	that	this	place	
needs	God	more	than	anywhere	
else	and	he	intends	to	spread	
the	love.	Oh	yeah,	he	likes	to	
capture	the	world	through	his	
camera,	and	it’s	the	reason	this	
mini-bio	was	written.

Songha	Lee
Songha	Lee	loves	animals,	

seafood	and	cigarettes.She	
hates	meat	and	poultry,	the	
Bush	administration	and	slow	
drivers.	Songha	thinks	a	lot	
about	the	“What	ifs.”	The	other	
night	she	exited	a	freeway	off-
ramp	in	downtown	L.A.	and	
almost	ran	over	a	man	who	
was	standing	in	the	middle	of	
the	road.	What	if	she	ran	him	
over?	What	if	she	was	in	jail	
right	now?	Thank	goodness	
luck	was	at	her	side.

Most	days,	Songha	feels	
like	Amelie	from	the	French	
film	of	the	same	name.	It’s	the	
small	things	in	life	that	make	
her	happy.	

Songha	is	addicted	to	

movies.	If	she	had	the	time,	
she	would	watch	movies	all	
day	long,	one	after	the	other,	
until	her	eyeballs	felt	like	
popping	out.	Her	favorite	
films	are	Fight	Club	and	The	
Goonies.

Songha	loves	photography	
and	would	like	other	students	
that	are	interested	to	join	the	
CSUF	NPPA	student	chapter.					

Joe	Simmons
Joe	Simmons	is	this	

semester’s	copy	chief.
His	previous	experience	

with	copy	editing	includes	
a	three-semester	stint	with	
The	Cuestonian,	the	school	
newspaper	of	Cuesta	College.	

Cuesta	is	a	junior	college	in	
San	Luis	Obispo.

Simmons	also	briefly	
worked	as	a	copy	editor	on	
The	New	Times,	an	alternative	
weekly	in	San	Luis	Obispo,	
before	moving	to	Brea	to	finish	
his	degree	in	communications	
with	an	emphasis	on	print	
journalism.

Simmons	plans	on	becoming	
a	copy	editor	after	graduating,	
but	said	he	isn’t	concerned	
with	where	he	works.

The	25-year-old	is	married	
with	three	cats.
“They’re	generally	cleaner	

than	children,”	Simmons	said	
of	his	felines.	“They’re	also	
much	furrier,	which	is	a	plus.”

In	his	spare	time,	Simmons	
collects	things	—	“nearly	
anything,”	he	said	as	he	waved	
wallet-sized	photos	of	his	cats	
about	—	and	plays	games	
of	all	kinds,	especially	card	
games.

“I	like	interacting	with	
other	people,”	he	said.	“I	
think	that	playing	games	with	
other	humans	—	face-to-
face	interaction	—	is	really	
undervalued	in	our	society.	

It’s	nice	to	see	the	recent	
resurgence	of	poker	and	board	
games,	games	that	require	
multiple	players	and	human	
interaction.”

Benjamin	Weiner
Print	journalism	is	merely	

a	back-up	plan	for	Benjamin	
“Big	Ben”	Weiner.	That	is	
until	he	strikes	it	rich	in	
Hollywood	with	the	personal	
true-story	horror	screenplay	
he’s	working	on.	Or	becomes	
the	most	celebrated	American	
writer	ever	for	his	fictional	
novel,	also	in	progress.	Much	
of	his	time	is	spent	reading	and	
having	anxiety	attacks	over	
deadlines.	When	not	curled	up	
in	the	fetal	position	mumbling	
to	himself,	he	enjoys	kicking	
back	and	watching	Lost or	

The Office. Working	at	a	local	
nightclub	on	his	weekends	
allows	Ben	to	completely	
ruin	any	chance	for	a	normal	
social	life.	Hailing	from	San	
Diego,	he	moved	here	to	attend	
the	strong	communications	
program	CSUF	offers	and	to	
be	just	far	enough	away	from	
family,	but	not	too	far.	You	
won’t	find	Sea	World,	The	
San	Diego	Zoo	or	the	beach	
on	Ben’s	list	of	places	to	visit	
while	in	San	Diego.	Instead	
he’ll	tell	you	to	first	swing	by	
his	parents’	house	and	visit	
the	coolest	dog	in	the	world,	
Monty	the	devil-eyed	chocolate	
Labrador,	then	get	the	best	
breakfast	or	carne	asada	burrito	
ever	at	El	Azteca,	and	then	go	
for	a	tour	of	midget-housing	or	
visit	the			satanic	community	
residing	in	the	Elfin	Forest.	
He	is	an	obsessed	Charger	and	
Padre	fan	and	strict	hater	of	the	
Lakers,	Dodgers	and	Raiders.	
Ben	is	easily	amused,	which	
must	be	the	reason	he	relishes	
copy	editing.		
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Titan WOW Fall 2006
(Weeks of welcome) Presented by New Student Programs.

August 21-September 1
Events in *ITALICS* are sponsored or co-sponsored by New Student Programs

22 232120 24

29 302827 31

25 26

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
*African American 
Student Welcome* 
TSU Pavilion A 3pm-6pm

*Information Stations* 
Four locations 
campus-wide 8am-7pm

Interfraternity Council 
(IFC) Recruitment 
Week begins

*Information Stations* 
8am-7pm

*Evening Services Fair* 
MH/UH walkway
4pm-7pm

Adult Reentry Center 
Open House 
UH-205 2pm-5pm

*Irvine Campus 
Snack Attack*
Irvine Campus courtyard
3:30pm-7pm

Americorps Adventure 
Fest Quad 
10am-2pm

Women’s Soccer 
Titan Stadium 
7pm

Back to School Party 
TSU Underground 
8pm-1am

Events are subject to change.  Visit our website for more information and a complete listing of Titan WOW events: www.fullerton.edu/titanwow

Women’s Soccer 
Titan Stadium 1pm

Titan Student Union 
30th Anniversary
TSU East Patio
12pm-1pm

Multicultural Greek 
Council (MCGC) 
Recruitment begins

Rec Fest KHS walkway
11am-1pm

*Asian/Pacific 
Islander Welcome*
TSU Ontiveros ABC
3pm-5pm

*Discoverfest*
Quad 10am-1pm

ECS Pizza Party
ECS Quad 12pm-1:30pm

*Lavender Welcome* 
TSU Ontiveros BC 
1:30pm-3:30pm

*Discoverfest* 
Quad 10am-1pm

Student Rec Center 
Construction Kick-Off
TSU East Patio 
2pm-10:30pm

*Moonlight Madness* 
TSU Underground 
6pm-9pm

Women’s
 Volleyball Tourney 
Titan Gym 2:30pm

Women’s 
Volleyball Tourney 
Titan Gym 10am
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As	the	new	semester	kicks	off,	there	are	literally	
thousands	of	new	faces	about	campus,	some	of	them	
experiencing	anxiety	amidst	the	uncertainty	of	starting	a	
new	chapter	at	a	large,	heavily	populated	university.

With	around	4,000	incoming	freshman	with	an	average	
age	of	17.9	years	old,	according	to	statistics	from	a	CSUF	
Fall	2005	study,	there	will	be	many	small	fish	entering	our	
big	pond	in	the	fall.	Amongst	the	new	students	on	campus,	
concerns	range	from	getting	the	right	classes	to	making	new	
friends	to	learning	the	terrain	around	a	Yellowstone-sized	
campus.
“It’s	much	bigger,”	said	Jaime	Turner,	a	fresh-faced	20-

year-old	Psychology	major.	“This	is	the	real	deal.”
“I’m	a	little	bit	anxious,”	said	Joylynn	Irons,	an	18-year-

old	nursing	major.	“I’m	curious	how	hard	the	professors	
are.	It’s	not	too	bad	though,	I	have	a	few	friends	that	go	
here	already	and	I’m	getting	to	learn	[my	way	around	the	
campus]	more.”

Leada	Ghareaghadje,	a	17-year-old	business	major,	shared	
some	of	her	qualms	upon	embarking	onto	the	university	
grounds.

“I	get	lost	a	lot	finding	my	classes,”	Ghareaghadje	said.	
“There’s	a	lot	more	people	to	interact	with	[than	I’m	used	
to.]”

With	an	expected	3,500	transfer	students	making	their	
debut	this	semester,	some	have	found	the	administrative	
processes	exasperating	as	they	officially	become	Titans.

Christiene	Carter,	a	24-year-old	graduate	student	from	
Pepperdine	University,	expressed	a	sense	of	frustration	in	
her	transition	from	a	smaller	private	school	to	a	larger	state	
university.
“This	is	different	than	what	I’m	used	to;	it’s	a	lot	less	

personalized	and	harder	to	get	things	done,”	Carter	said.	
“Everyone’s	been	nice,	but	I’ve	run	into	a	lot	of	problems	
–	you	go	to	one	office	and	they	tell	you	‘We	don’t	do	that,	
you	have	to	go	over	there,’	then	you	go	to	another	office	
and	they	say	the	same	thing.”

“I	waited	too	long	to	find	my	classes,”	Erica	Alvarez,	a	
23-year-old	child	development	major,	said	as	she	waited	

to	speak	with	a	faculty	member	in	the	department	office.	
The	transfer	student	was	optimistic	about	the	challenge	of	
making	new	friends	amidst	the	sea	of	new	faces.
“I’ll	find	someone	that	has	the	same	major,	someone	to	

study	with,”	she	said.
In	addition	to	the	pupils	from	high	schools	and	

community	colleges,	some	fresh-faced	transfers	are	
adjusting	to	life	in	a	new	state	or	even	country	while	they	
get	their	feet	wet	at	CSUF.

“I	just	moved	here	two	days	ago,”	said	Kirsten	Kuiken,	
a	22-year-old	graduate	student	in	CSUF’s	theatre	arts	
division.	The	Iowa	native	migrated	to	sunny	Southern	
California	to	continue	her	education	in	acting,	only	an	
arm’s	length	from	the	show	business	opportunities	up	the	5	
Freeway.
“It’s	tough	getting	information	at	times,”	said	Kuiken.	

“And	I	still	need	to	get	my	parking	permit.”
Cristy	Shier	is	a	29-year-old	nursing	graduate	student	

who	relocated	to	CSUF	from	Texas,	where	her	university	
did	not	offer	a	midwife	program.	She	detailed	the	stressful	
nature	of	an	interstate,	back-to-school	relocation.
“It’s	kind	of	overwhelming;	I	don’t	know	anybody	here,	

plus	the	added	stress	of	starting	graduate	school,”	she	said.
Two	exchange	students	who	transferred	to	CSUF	from	

Trinity	College	in	Wales,	England,	have	the	dual	task	of	
acclimating	themselves	into	American	culture	and	collegiate	
life.	22-year-old	Rachael	Davis	and	20-year-old	Kate	
Morey,	both	theatre	majors,	conveyed	a	sense	of	nervous	
excitement	upon	their	enrollment	at	CSUF,	and	the	other	
issues	they	face	setting	lives	up	on	a	new	continent.	
“It’s	a	completely	different	atmosphere,”	Davies	said.	“It	

is	very	image	conscious	over	here,	everyone	seems	self-
obsessed.	It’s	been	a	challenge	finding	accommodations	as	
well,	we	saw	one	place	they	wanted	us	to	pay	over	$700	
[apiece]	to	share	a	room.”

Morey	detailed	the	culture	shock	of	the	transition.
“We’ve	been	told	that	everyone	here	is	very	strong-

minded.	Everyone	seems	friendly,	though	I’ve	noticed	most	
of	the	drivers	have	a	bit	of	road	rage.”

The	peppy	English	girls	explained	what	drew	them	from	
tea	and	crumpets	and	to	oranges	and	elephants	in	the	first	
place.

“We	met	an	exchange	student	in	the	U.K.	who	told	us	of	
the	school’s	good	reputation,”	Davies	said.
“It’s	quite	different,	as	we	didn’t	go	to	a	big	[school]	in	

England;	it	had	more	of	a	community	atmosphere,”	said	
Morey.

One	way	students	can	accelerate	their	Titan	indoctrination	
would	be	getting	to	know	the	campus	terrain	and	looking	
into	programs,	clubs,	fraternities,	sororities	and	the	like	
to	help	get	used	to	their	new	surroundings.	There	are	
a	multitude	of	on-campus	programs	that	welcome	new	
students	with	open	arms	to	help	ease	the	transition	into	the	
deep	CSUF	waters.

“One	of	the	things	we	encourage	for	new	students,	
especially	ones	fresh	out	of	high	school,	is	to	become	
involved	in	an	organization	or	activity,”	said	Maruth	
Figueroa,	the	Assistant	Coordinator	for	Freshman	Programs,	
located	at	McCarthy	Hall	in	room	142.	“It	makes	for	better	
learning	for	them	to	establish	those	connections	with	
students	and	faculty	members.”

Campus	Tours,	located	at	University	Hall	in	room	178,	is	
a	program	that	conducts	theme-park-like	go-rounds	of	the	
entire	campus,	led	by	knowledgeable	students	known	as	
“Titan	Ambassadors.”

“We	want	to	get	students	connected	to	the	campus	
and	these	events	bring	a	personal	touch	to	it,”	said	Brett	
Robertson	of	the	Campus	Tour	center.	“We	target	different	
students	and	help	them	connect	with	the	resources	they	
need.”

All	in	all,	with	the	buildup	of	butterflies	with	the	onset	
of	a	new	semester,	it	is	clear	students	feel	besieged	with	
many	of	the	overwhelming	circumstances.	As	the	heat	of	
the	summer	fades	into	the	coolness	of	the	fall,	most	of	these	
issues	should	fade	away,	as	new	students	gradually	morph	
into	full-fledged	Titans.

nxiety &
djustmentA New Students

A New Land
Navigate

By Adam Levy

Daily Titan News  Editor

:

Course Name Section  Number Class Name Days Time Room

ANTH100 06 Non -Wstrn Cultr s + Wst Trad TR 0830a -0945a MH121

ANTH101 04 Intro Biological Anthro TR 0100p -0215p MH420

ANTH101 05 Intro Biological Anthro T 0400p -0645p MH428

ANTH101 06 Intro Biological Anthro MW 0830a -0945a MH420

ANTH101 53 Intro Biol Anthro (WEB) WEB

ANTH101 54 Intro Biol Anthro (WEB) WEB

ANTH102 05 Intro to Cultural Anthro T 0400p -0645p H125

ANTH103 02 Intro to Archaeology TR 0830a -0945a MH420

ANTH103 03 Intro to Archaeology TR 0230p -0345p MH554

ANTH103 04 Intro to Archaeology M 0700p -0945p H128

ANTH103 05 Intro to Archaeology M 0400p -0645p MH420

ANTH300 01 Language and Culture T 0400p -0645p MH657

ANTH301 02 Primate Behavior MW 1130a -1245p MH428

ANTH301 04 Primate Behavior W 0700p -0945p MH428

ANTH301 05 Primate Behavior TR 0830a -0945a MH428

ANTH301 06 Primate Behavior TR 1130a -1245p MH428

ANTH301 07 Primate Behavior TR 0230p -0345p MH428

ANTH301 80 Primate Behavior M 0400p -0645p IRVC 120

ANTH301 81 Primate Behavior T 0400p -0645p IRVC 120

ANTH304 02 Trad Cultures of World MW 0230p -0345p MH554

ANTH304 03 Trad Cultures of World TR 0830a -0945a MH512

ANTH305 04 Anthropology of Religion M 0700p -0945p MH420

ANTH305 06 Anthropology of Religion TR 0230p -0345p H226

ANTH305 07 Anthropology of Religion T 0700p -0945p MH657

ANTH305 81 Anthropology of Religion M 0700p -0945p IRVC 217

ANTH306 01 Comp Aesthet + Symbolism MW 0830a -0945a MH657

ANTH306 02 Comp Aesthet + Symbolism M 0400p -0645p MH657

ANTH306 80 Comp Aesthet + Symbolism W 0400p -0645p IRVC 120

ANTH308 80 Culture and Aging MW 0230p -0345p IRVC 120

ANTH321 01 The American Indian MW 0230p -0345p H128

ANTH321 02 The American Indian W 0700p -0945p MH554

ANTH327 01 Origins of Civilizations MW 0830a -0945a MH512

ANTH327 02 Origins of Civilizations M 0400p -0645p H621

AN TH327 03 Origins of Civilizations TR 0100p -0215p H226

ANTH328 01 Peoples of Africa MW 0100p -0215p MH657

ANTH340 01 Peoples of Asia MW 1000a -1115a MH502

ANTH342 01 Anthropology and Health R 0700p -0945p MH420

ANTH344 01 Human Evolution TR 0100p -0215p MH6 57

ANTH344 80 Human Evolution T 0700p -0945p IRVC 120

ANTH350 80 Culture & Education R 0400p -0645p IRVC 210

ANTH409 01 Applied Anthropology MW 1130a -1245p MH657

ANTH415 01 Anthropology of Tourism TR 0230p -0345p MH420

ANTH423 01 The Ancient Maya TR 1000a -1115a MH420

ANTH470 01 Survey of Anthro Films W 0700p -0945p MH657

ANTH480 01 History of Anthropology TR 1130a -1245p MH468

ANTH481 01 Contemporary Anthropology T 0700p -0945p UH339

semester?
to take this Fall 2006
Are you looking for a G.E. Class

Class!
Anthropology 
Take an

Do you need a class to fullfill your

CULTURAL DIVERSITY

REQUIREMENT?

Need another

ELECTIVE?

These Courses are Open!

ANTHROPOLOGY is a study of  the 
whole range of  human activities, includ-
ing communication and language, eco-
nomics, political organization, religion, 
the arts, philosophy, education, medical 
and nutritional practices, social interac-
tion, marriage, child rearing, science 
and technology.
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So	you’ve	decided	to	be	a	Titan.	Congratulations.
Now	it’s	time	to	decide	which	Titan	you	want	to	emulate	most.	Do	you	emulate	Kevin	Costner,	a	great	actor	who,	some	say	tarnished	his	career	by	doing	

Waterworld	and	The Postman,	or	Phil	Nevin,	a	gifted	athlete	who	was	a	two-sport	star	at	Cal	State	Fullerton	but	has	an	inability	to	play	nice	with	others,	
or	do	you	want	to	be	Prometheus,	the	wisest	Titan	ever?
Say	that	again?	You	don’t	know	who	Prometheus	is?	
Then	you	probably	don’t	know	what	a	Titan	is	either.	Allow	me	to	break	it	down.
Prometheus	is	the	grandson	of	Heaven	and	Earth,	according	to	Greek	mythology.	When	Gaia	(Earth)	and	Ouranus	(Heaven)	mated,	they	created	the	

Titans,	12	powerful	gods	that	make	up	the	core	need	of	Earth—	they	were	ocean,	moon,	memory,	light,	justice	and	intelligence.
“Afterwards	she	[Gaia]	lay	with	heaven	and	bore	deep-swirling	Oceanus,	Coeus	and	Cirius	and	Hyperion	and	Iapetus,	Theia	and	Rhea,	Themis	and	

Mnemosyne	and	gold-crowned	Pheobe	and	lovely	Tethys,”	wrote	Hesiod	in	his	poem,	Theogony.	“After	them	was	born	Cronus	the	wily,	youngest	and	
most	terrible	of	her	children,	and	he	[Ouranus]	hated	his	lusty	sire.”	

The	Titans	were	dysfunctional.	There	was	incest,	bitterness	and	jealousy.
For	example,	Ouranous	was	so	afraid	of	Cronus	that	he	locked	him	up	in	Tartarus,	a	prison	so	horrible	that	it	was	beneath	the	underworld.	Cronus,	

however,	escaped	and	as	revenge	castrated	his	father	one	night	when	he	was	about	to	mate	with	Gaia.
Ouranus’	blood,	which	spilled	onto	Earth,	created	the	Erinyes,	Giants	and	Meliad	Nymphs.	His	testicles,	which	where	thrown	into	the	ocean	by	

Cronus,	transformed	into	Aphrodite,	the	goddess	of	love.
This	was	one	sick	and	twisted	family,	and	I	didn’t	even	tell	you	about	how	Cronus	would	swallow	his	newborn	children.	I	mean	seriously,	

dinner	with	the	Manson	family	probably	felt	like	Disneyland	compared	to	a	night	with	the	Titans.
But	not	everything	was	bad.
Oceanus	and	his	wife/sister	Tethys	produced	the	rivers	and	oceans.	Hyperion,	the	Titan	of	light,	is	the	father	of	the	sun,	moon	and	dawn.
Mnemosyne	was	the	Titan	of	memory	and	mother	of	muses,	and	Coeus	is	the	father	of	intelligence.
(USC	doesn’t	have	a	Trojan	of	love,	war	or	intelligence,	but	they	do	have	11	national	titles	in	football.)
The	Titans	are	also	the	parents	of	Zeus,	the	god	of	gods,	and	the	aforementioned	Prometheus,	whose	name	means	forethought.
Zeus	escaped	becoming	Cronus’	midnight	snack	when	Rhea,	mad	at	Cronus	for	eating	her	children,	tricked	him	by	switching	Cronus	with	

a	rock.
Prometheus,	the	son	of	Iapetus,	was	able	to	tell	the	future.	He	revolted	against	Cronus	with	Zeus	and	his	brother	Epimetheus.
Epimetheus,	who	was	the	person	that	accepted	Pandora’s	box	as	a	gift,	unleashing	evil		onto	the	world,	is	considered	the	complete	

opposite	of	his	brother.	He	is	known	as	the	stupidest	Titan.
If	Prometheus	is	the	Titan	you	most	want	to	emulate,	then	Epimetheus	is	the	one	you	least	want	to	be	like.	Think	Michael	and	Fredo	

Corleone.

School Ties
The	school’s	tie	to	the	name	Titans,	however,	has	nothing	to	do	with	Greek	mythology.	At	least	we	think.
“Even	when	it	was	decided	that	‘Titans’	would	be	the	nickname,	there	was	confusion	as	to	what	it	represented,”	Dr.	Ernest	Becker,	

founding	Dean	of	Students,	said	in	the	school’s	media	guide.	“I	was	thinking	of	a	large	mythological	figure	from	Greek	history,	not	
unlike	Tommy	Trojan,	but	with	perhaps	straighter,	more	modern	lines.	There	were	others,	however,	who	related	the	name	to	the	
Titan	missile	then	in	prominence.”

The	Titans	nickname,	which	was	voted	on	by	the	453-student	body,	was	chosen	over	Aardvarks	and	Rebels	in	1959,	the	first	year	
of	classes	at	what	was	then	known	as	Orange	County	State	College.

Despite	having	a	nickname,	the	school	still	did	not	have	a	mascot.	
Then	came,	what	the	guide	titled,	the	“First	Intercollegiate	Elephant	Race	in	Human	History.”	What	began	as	a	joke	attracted	a	

crowd	of	10,000	people.	

What is a Titan?
By Jaime Cárdenas

Daily	Titan	Assitant	News	Editor

CSUF to AA: Titan 
ball players are in the 
minors. How are they 
doing? Check out the 
story on page B14



Since 1959, Cal State Fullerton always provided its students with the 
best education, best career choices, best social surroundings – but most 
of all, the best college experience. Decades later, students still come to 
CSUF to be part of the Titan herd. 

Every year over 30,000 students eagerly embrace new and improved 
student and faculty services and facilities that help guarantee the 
ultimate CSUF experience. New and incoming students can enjoy 
several available student campus services including a variety of dining 
choices including a well deserved coffee break at Starbuck in the Titan 
Student Union, financial services, tutorial services, just to name a few. 
Students also have access to several computer labs. However some labs 
are restricted to specific colleges and may require a user fee. Additional 
information is available on the CSUF Website. Students are encouraged 
to visit the website, go explore and get to know your campus!

LH- Langsdorf Hall
•	 Langsdorf Express which includes Starbucks and 

a Healthy Choice Deli
•	 The Brief Stop Convenience Store 
•	 The Career and Internship Center (LH 

208)
•	 Admissions and Records (LH 111 and LH 

114)

MH - McCarthy Hall
•	 Balcony with seating on the (2nd floor)
•	 Computer Labs (MH 330 and MH 553)
•	 University Learning Center (MH 33 and MH 78)

TSU - Titan Student Union
•	 Busy Bee Chinese Food
•	 Juice It Up!
•	 Togo’s
•	 Round Table Pizza “Pronto”
•	 Round Table Pizza and Pub 
•	 Green Burrito 
•	 Best of Marie Calendar’s
•	 The Bakery and Starbucks
•	 Bowling alley, arcades and games downstairs
•	 Alumni Lounge for studying
•	 Garden Café downstairs
•	 Courtyard
•	 The Yum Convenience Store

C - Commons/Titan Shops Bookstore
•	 Titan Shops
•	 FedEx Kinkos
•	 Titan Coffee (2nd floor)
•	 OCTFCU Cal State Fullerton Branch (2nr floor)
•	 Titan Express Convenience Store

CP - College Park
•	 Nutwood Café
•	 Computer Lab (CP B-018)

LN/LS – Library North and Library South
•	 Over 200 computer workstations
•	 Study rooms
•	 4th floor study area
•	 Titan Card Services

RH – Cobb Residence Halls
•	 The Hungry Titan Convenience 

Store

NPS – Nutwood 
Parking Structure

SCPA 
– State 
College 

Parking 

Structure

PA – Performing 
Arts

VA –Visual Arts
•	 Quiet out door seating 

with art sculpture view
DBH – Dan Back Hall
UH- University Hall
•	 Balcony and outdoor seating (3rd floor)
•	 Disabled Services (UH 101)
H – Humanities
EC – Education Classroom
•	 Balcony and seating (2nd floor)
HC – Health Center
KHS – Kinesiology and Health Science
E- Engineering 
CS – Computer Science
•	 Computer Lab (CS 200/CS 202)

Special Points of interest
* Carl’s Jr.
* Juice It Up! Express
*MJ’s Espresso Café and patio
$ Student Financial Services UH180

Langsdorf Hall
William B. Langsdorf was the founding president of CSUF. He turned the 225 acres known as Orange County State College into California State 

University, Fullerton in his 11 years as president. He left an endowment to the university which funds a student scholarship.

McCarthy Hall
Miles D. McCarthy was one of the university’s five founding faculty members and served as university 

president for nine months. He was vice president for academic affairs and a biology professor who 
taught at least one biology course each semester all the way up until his death in 1985.

Ruby Gerontology Center
Named for Charles L. and Rachael E. Ruby, founding 

members of the university’s Continuing Learning 
Experience, now known as the Osher Lifelong 

Learning Institute. Charles was honorary chair of 
the fund-raising drive and a key donor to help create 
this, the first building on campus financed solely by 

contributed funds.

Becker Amphitheater
Ernest Becker was at CSUF from its inception. He was the first 

dean of student affairs and created the first class schedule. He began the 
university newspaper and was its first faculty advisor. He also helped create 

the university mascot: Tuffy the Titan.

Goodwin Field
Jerry Goodwin, owner of Goodwin Honda, is an honorary alumnus and longtime supporter 

of CSUF. His namesake alumni association golf tournament benefits student scholarships and 
programs. Last year it raised more than $40,000. He also has a musical theater scholarship.

Cobb Residence Halls
Dr. Jewel Plummer Cobb, a former university president, was the first black woman to be president of a Cal State University. She 

helped make the residence halls a reality. Several scholarships and awards are given in her name.

Golleher Alumni House
George G. Golleher is a 1971 alumnus who earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in sociology. He is CEO of Ralphs Grocery Company, and was a key donor for the 

alumni house renovation.

Pollak Library
Paulina June and George Pollak were the library’s namesakes. June Pollak was a CSUF emeritus professor of English and comparative literature. Her husband George 

served the university as a member of the patrons of the library and chair of the college federal council. It is the largest donation ever from a faculty member.

Dan Black Hall
CSUF alumnus Dan Black earned a bachelor’s degree in physics in 1967. He is a successful entrepreneur and funds the Dan Black scholarship program in physics 

and business. He is also a contributor to Mihaylo Hall and the Performing Arts Center.

Mihaylo Hall
Steven G. Mihaylo, president and CEO of Inter-Tel, a provider of communications services, graduated CSUF in 1969 with a bachelor’s degree in business 

administration. He is on the dean’s advisory board for the college of business and economics.

Anderson Family Field
Named after Yorba Linda residents Jeff and Dennis Anderson. The Andersons have been strong supporters of Titan softball and baseball for over 10 years. Photo by  

Matt A. Brown

Places to Go
By Cindy Tullues

Daily Titan Managing Editor

What’s in a Name?
By Benjamin Weiner

Daily Titan Copy Editor

Large donations from Cal State Fullerton alumni and 
supporters have led to some new names around campus.

The Science Laboratory Center is now named Dan Black 
Hall. The name change has come in recognition of the largest 
gift ever to the College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
– $4.2 million, according to public affairs.

“This is a milestone for the college of natural sciences and 
mathematics in terms of receiving money,” Steve Murray, dean 
of the College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, said. 
“[The donation will] allow for significant improvements to 
advance the college.”

Dan  Black Hall is named for Cal State Fullerton alumus 
Dan Black, who in 1967 earned a bachelor’s degree in physics. 
Since then, Black has become a successful entrepreneur.

Black is very involved with the college and university, 
Murray said. He serves on the college’s dean’s advisory 
council and on the philanthropic board.

Black also started the Dan Black program in physics and 
business, a scholarship that he funds.

Black was very involved as a student, and he wants new 
students to also be involved, said Doug Colby, director 
of development for the College of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics. CSUF is a fairly new institution, and Black 
wants to get the ball rolling and be a leader of the movement 
for alumni to give back.

Construction began in winter 2005 on the Steven G. 
Mihaylo Hall, the future home of the College of Business and 
Economics.

Mihaylo Hall is currently under construction at the southeast 
corner of the campus, the site between Langsdorf Hall and the 
Fullerton Marriot. The planned 195,000 square-foot building 
is anticipated to open fall 2008, according to public affairs 
reports.

Currently half of all business and economics classes are 
outside of Langsdorf Hall, the current home of the College of 
Business and Economics.

Classes are held in four different buildings, according to Dr. 
Anil Puri dean of the College of Business and Economics.

“It’s important to consolidate the college in one building 

which is more efficient for faculty and students,” Puri said.
Mihaylo graduated from CSUF in 1969 with a bachelor’s 

degree in business administration, public affairs reports stated.
He serves on the dean’s advisory board for the College 

of Business and Economics. He is also involved with many 
charitable activities in Arizona and California, Puri said. 
Mihaylo is passionately devoted to the university and college, 
and attends monthly meetings.

We need more alumni to be this involved, Puri said. “We 
need more Mihaylos.”

The main diamond of the Titan softball complex is now 
named Anderson Family Field after a large donation from 
Yorba Linda residents and brothers Jeff and Dennis Anderson, 
public affairs reports said.

The Andersons have contributed to the softball and baseball 
programs for the past 10 years.

The softball diamond was renamed Anderson Family Field 
during the 2006 season, Titan athletics website reports.

The donation allows the softball program to keep up with 
other schools, said Steve DiTolla associate director of athletics.

“[The donation] will help maintain the best softball facility 
and program on the West Coast,” DiTolla said. 

While the Andersons never attended CSUF, they are big 
supporters and fans.

“It’s nice for members of the community to appreciate what 
we are doing and to help us out in this way,” DiTolla said. 
“[We’re] glad they were able to step up to the plate and help 
out.”

Big Year For 
Donations

By Benjamin Weiner

Daily Titan Copy Editor

Illustration by : Brandon Tarnow
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allowing 13 hits and eight runs.  He 
has walked six while striking out 14. 

Brandon Tripp, a former Titan 
outfielder, is with the Aberdeen 
Ironbirds, a team affiliated with 
the Baltimore Orioles. Tripp is 
hitting .219 with an on-base 
percentage of .339 in 96 at-
bats in his professional debut.

Other Titans from past years’ 
teams continue to make news 
around the minor and major leagues. 

Catcher Kurt Suzuki, who helped 
the Titans win the College World 
Series in 2004, was recently named 
to the U.S. qualifying team roster. 

Suzuki, who was playing in 
the Oakland Athletics’ system, 
is among the  top-catching 
prospects in the minor leagues.    

He now gets an opportunity to 
play on a team that will play in  
an Olympic qualifying tournament 
in Cuba, beginning Aug. 25,  to 
determine if the United States 
will be able to send a team  to 
the 2008 Beijing Olympics.

Relief pitcher Wes Littleton 
made his major-league debut this 
season for the Texas Rangers. 

The former Titan has 
a 1.66 ERA in 19 games. 

He has pitched in    21 2/3 
innings and has allowed 13 
hits with eight strikeouts and 
the same number of walks. 

Starting pitcher Jason Windsor 
got a brief call up from the Athletics 
during the middle part of the season 
after he had led the minors in wins. 

The 24-year-old righthander 
joined pitcher Kirk Saarloos and 
outfielder Mark Kotsay  as players on 
the roster who had played at CSUF. 

Windsor started two games for 
the big club, allowing 14 hits and 
five earned runs  in  7 2/3 innings 
pitched before being sent back down.

In order to get shortstop Julio Lugo 
from the Tampa Bay Devil Rays, 
the Dodgers traded minor league 
prospect Joel Guzman and former 
Titan outfielder Sergio Pedroza.

Pedroza is currently playing for the  
Visalia Oaks in the California League. 

He has 27 home runs 
and 87 RBIs overall, playing 
for three different teams.

In 42 at-bats with Visalia, Pedroza  
has three home runs in 42 at-bats so far. 

He has walked 13 times  while 
he has struck out  12 times. His 
on-base percentage sits at .466.  

TITANS: MAKING A PRO IMPACT 

(From Page B14)
Rodriguez, a redshirt junior, returns 

to the team healthy after tearing the 
same ACL twice the last two seasons. 

“We’re going to be really good 
this year,” Rodriguez said. “We’re 
going to be on point. I’m excited. 
I’m glad I’m 
back playing.”

R o d r i g u e z 
said the Titans 
might surprise 
some people 
this season. 

“They don’t 
know what we 
have, man,” 
Rodriguez said. 

“They don’t 
know who we 
coming with.” 

There are 
two things 
that made Rodriguez smile 
the other day during practice. 

One was talking about his 
return to the pitch; the other was 
talking about the Farfan twins.

“The twins, man,” Rodriguez 
said. “They are good.”

Good is an understatement, but if 
anyone knows how good the twins 
are it’s Rodriguez, also a former 
member of the under-17 team.

Garbiel, a forward, and Michael, 
a midfielder, are graduates of the 
soccer-famous Bradenton Academy in 
Florida, a school known for preparing 
players for the national team.

The twins made 19 combined 
appearances for the 
under-17 team. 

They entered 
the U.S. Soccer’s 
R e s i d e n c y 
program in 2003.

Sched Notes
The Titans, 

who start their 
season with six 
road games, are 
scheduled to 
play five games 
against teams 
that start off the 
season in Soccer 

America’s Top 25 poll. 
The Titans host UC Santa Barbara 

on Sept. 21 at 7 p.m. The first will 
be Sept. 9 against Cal at Palo Alto. 
They also play two games against 
both Big West rivals UC Santa 
Barbara and Cal State Northridge.

SOCCER: A BETTER OUTLOOK
(From Page B16)

By CARLOS dELGAdO/ For the daily Titan
A NEW SAGE - A former Titan goalkeeper, Coach Bob Ammann begins his 
first season as head coach for CSUF. “I am extremely honored and very excited 
to be taking charge of the men’s soccer program at my alma mater.” 

By CARLOS dELGAdO/ For the daily Titan
LAYING OUT - Titan freshman goalkeeper Tyler Andrews dives for a ball during a recent practice. 

Scrimmage Leaves Alumni Lost
Titan Media Relations

Taylor Sheldrick and Shay 
Spitz each scored twice as the 
Titans came from behind for a 
7-1 victory over the CSF alumni 
in a men’s soccer exhibition 
Saturday night in Titan Stadium.

Art Ramirez, who played from 
1997 thru 2000, put the alumni 
ahead in the first half and the 

varsity didn’t tie it until late in 
the period when Taylor Sheldrick 
beat Jay Nettekoven (1987-
90), who would go on to make 
at least 10 point-blank saves and 
keep the score as close as it was.

Gabriel Farfan put the Titans ahead 
to stay with a goal about 3 mnutes 
into the second half. The score 
became 4-1 in less than 10 minutes 
as Spitz and Michael Farfan scored. 

Spitz, Amir Shafii and Sheldrick 
tacked on the final goals.

Freshman Tyler Andrews from 
Woodcrest Christian High School 
in Riverside went the distance in 
goal for the Titans and made 4 saves.

Fullerton hosts Cal State 
San Bernardino in a scrimmage 
Tuesday night at 7 p.m. 

Admission is free and parking in 
student lots is free through Sept. 1. 

“

“

The biggest thing 
I needed to do was 
change the outlook of 
the players.

– Bob Ammann
Men’s Soccer Head Coach

 Food and Drink
Best Sandwich
Best Breakfast
Best Burrito
Best  Burger
Best Italian
Best Mexican
Best Asian
Best Other Ethnic
Best Bagel
Most Romantic
Best Coffee Shop
Best Seafood
Best Pizza
Best Subs
Best Vegetarian
Best Family Restaurant
Best Smoothies
Best Ice Cream
Best Margarita
Biggest Beer Selection
Best Pub/Bar
Best Sports Bar

 Entertainment

Best Place to Buy CD’s
Best Local Band

Best Dance Place
Best Place to Hear Live Music
Best Radio Station
Best Movie Theater

   Shopping
Best Arts and Crafts Store
Best Bicycle Store
Best Car Parts Store
Best Computer Store
Best Grocery Store
Best Men’s Clothing Store
Best Women’s Clothing Store
Best Shopping Center
Best Pet Store
Best Shoes
Best Sporting Goods
Best Surf Shop
Best Wireless Service
Best Bookstore

 Around Town
Best Place to Meet People
Best Health Club
Best Local Brewery
Best Hair Salon
Best Tattoo & Body Piercing

Best Camping
Best Bowling
Best Place to Hike
Best Skate Park
Best Surf
Best Sports
Best Golf
Best Place to Rock Climb
Best Place to Run

 On Campus
Best Late Assignment Excuse
Best Hang Out Place
Best Professor
Best Class

Contact Information
Name
Street Address
City & Zip Code
Phone (      )
E-Mail

Tell us what you like about CSUF and you could win an iPod!
Students, Faculty, and Staff we would like to introduce the first annual
“Best of Orange County Guide” for Cal State Fullerton! We want to know where you eat, 
are entertained, and where  you meet people! Fill this form out to be entered in a drawing 
to win a FREE iPod! A complete entry includes both name and city for each category. 

Survey also available online at www.dailytitan.com!

Bring all entries to CP 660 by December 13, 2006

714.278.4411
Emily Alford

ealford@dailytitan.com
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By MATT PETIT/ For the daily Titan

ALL PROS - Starting pitcher Lauren Gagnier [left], second baseman Justin Turner [center] and left fielder Danny Dorn [right] are among the former Titans 
who starred on the ‘06 team that are now playing professionally. Both Turner and Dorn currently play for the same team in the Cincinnati Reds’ organization.  

Getting Into the Swing of Things

By LAURENS ONG
Daily Titan Sports Editor

long@dailytitan.com

The Titan baseball program 
continues to shine, with players 
drafted in the 2006 amateur draft, 
playing their first professional 
seasons and other former Titans from 
recent years making an impact at 
varous levels of professional baseball.  

Dustin Miller, a pitcher who has 
battled back from three years of 
injuries this past season with the 

Titans, signed with the Angels. He 
has appeared in five games and struck 
out 20 hitters in 11 1/3 innings for 
the Angels’ Arizona League team.  
He has allowed only three runs, 
one earned, sporting a 0.79 ERA. 

Justin Turner has picked up where 
he left off in his four seasons as 
a Titan mainstay up the middle. 

Playing in his first professional 
season with the Billings Mustangs, 
a team in the Cincinnati 
Reds’ organization, Turner 
has a .343 batting average. 

He has a .486 slugging percentage 
with 12 doubles, two triples and three 
home runs. He also has a .409 on-base 
percentage and has swiped 11 bases. 

Danny Dorn, a former Titan left 
fielder, plays on the same team as 

Turner in the Reds’ system has a 
.413 on-base percentage so far in his 
professional debut. In 158 at-bats, 
he is hitting .335 with 35 RBIs and 
has a slugging percentage of .513. 

Brett Pill, a former Titan first 
baseman, now plays for the Salem-
Keizer Volcanoes in the San 
Francisco Giants’ organization 
and has 14 doubles, three home 
runs and 28 RBIS, but is only 
hitting .228 in 162 at-bats. 

Blake Davis, a former Titan 
shortstop, is playing for the 
Delmarva Shorebirds in the 
Baltimore Orioles’ organization. 

He has collected 37 hits in 
142 at-bats and has four doubles, 
a triple and three home runs. 

He also has driven in 18 

runs and stolen seven bases.   
Lauren Gagnier, a former 

Titan pitcher, is with the 
Oneonta Tigers, a team in the 
Detroit Tigers’ organization. 

In six games, he has 
pitched a total of 16 innings.

 He has allowed  nine hits, 
walked seven batters and has 
struck out 14. The only run he 
has allowed was a home run. 

Ryan Paul, a former Titan 
reliever, is playing on the same 
team as Pill. The lefthander has 
been battered around so far, 
with a 7.20 ERA in nine games. 

He has pitched 10 innings, 

Professional baseball 
sees yearly infusion of 
talent from CSUF teams

SEE TITANS - PAGE B13 

(From Page B16)

after the fourth hole. “Unless 
you’re at the top of your game, 
you just can’t play with him.”

Woods is now 12-0 when he has 
at least a share of the 54-hole lead.

“Tiger just doesn’t back up,” 
said Steve Stricker, who made a 
late bid for the Ryder Cup. 

“He doesn’t let anybody get close 
to him, especially in the last round.”

So dominant was this performance 
that Woods made only three bogeys 
the entire week, including a harmless 
one on the par-3 17th hole over Lake 
Kadijah when he was playing it safe. 

All that cost him was the scoring 
record in relation to par. He settled 
for 18 under, 
the same score 
he posted at 
Valhalla in 2000.

It was the 
fifth major that 
Woods won by 
at least five shots. 
He now has won 
his 12 majors 
by a combined 
56 shots, while 
Nicklaus won 
his 18 majors 
by 44 shots.

That Woods has never lost a 54-
hole lead in a major was enough to 
make some believe it was due to 
happen, especially on a soft course 
yielding low scores and a strong 
cast of contenders behind him.

He went 10 years before missing 
a cut in a major. Would this be the 
one he blew in the final round? No.

U.S. Open champion Geoff 
Ogilvy found water on the second 
hole and three-putted from 8 feet on 
No. 3 to disappear. Garcia chunked 
a wedge and made bogey on the par-
5 seventh to stall his momentum. 

Mike Weir got within one shot of 
Woods at No. 5, but he couldn’t keep 
up the pace and fell back to a 73.

Donald was in  contention at a major 
for the first time, but not for long.

They were tied atop the 
leaderboard and in the wardrobe 
department, both wore a red shirt 
as thousands crammed in around 
the putting green, the first tee and 

down both sides of the fairway. 
Donald had equal support, not 
only from winning an NCAA 
title at Northwestern, but sticking 
around to make Chicago his home.

Cheers of “Luuuuuuke” 
followed him toward the first tee, 
but those hopes faded quickly. 

Woods  hit 7-iron into 10 feet, and 
kept his head so still over his birdie 
putt that he didn’t look up until it 
was inches from dropping for birdie.

No one caught him 
the rest of the day.

Donald caught a bad break 
when his ball landed in a 
muddy divot on No. 4, leading 
to his first bogey in 40 holes. 

He missed a 5-foot birdie on the 
par-5 fifth, and that effectively ended 

his tournament.
The only drama 

left was the U.S. 
Ryder Cup team, 
and that also turned 
into a snoozer.

Tim Herron 
needed a two-way 
tie for seventh and 
was looking good 
with two birdies on 
his first five holes, 
but he followed 
that with two 
straight bogeys and 

never recovered, shooting 73. 
Stricker made a late surge, 

needing to finish third. 
He got as high as a tie for sixth until 

the birdies dried up, he finished with 
a bogey for a 69 and tied for seventh.

Davis Love III finished 
with three straight bogeys, 
completing a 73-76 weekend.

The top 10 players who earned 
a spot on the team were Woods, 
Phil Mickelson, Jim Furyk, David 
Toms, Chad Campbell, DiMarco, 
Vaughn Taylor, J.J. Henry, Zach 
Johnson and Brett Wetterich.

Tom Lehman will make his two 
captain’s picks Monday morning, with 
Stewart Cink likely to be one of them. 

Cink was 12th in the standings 
and closed with a 69 while paired 
with vice captain Corey Pavin.

The question was whether he 
would consider Lucas Glover 
for his raw skill or Love for his 
experience, or perhaps someone else.

“

“

He’s that good. The 
guy is playing just great 
golf, terrific golf. From 
what I saw, he certainly 
was in total command. 

– Jack Nicklaus
Golf Icon on Tiger Woods

TIGER: WINS 12Th MAJOR
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By ROB CARR/ AP Photo

A MAJOR SENSATION - Tiger Woods celebrates after winning 88th PGA Championship golf tournament at 
Medinah Country Club, Sunday, Aug. 20, 2006, in Medinah, Ill.    

Associated Press

No tears, no sweat.
One month after an emotional 

victory in the British Open, 
Tiger Woods won the PGA 
Championship with a ruthless 
display of efficiency Sunday, closing 
with a 4-under 68 for a five-shot 
victory and his 12th career major.

He became the first player in 
history to go consecutive years 
winning at least two majors. 

And now, only Jack Nicklaus 
and his 18 professional majors 
stand in the way of Woods 
becoming golf ’s greatest champion.

Woods started with a 10-
foot birdie to seize the lead. 

He finished with a tap-in par 
to match his scoring record at the 
PGA Championship, finishing at 
18-under 270 and walking off the 
18th green with a broad smile.

That wasn’t the case at Hoylake last 
month, where Woods sobbed on his 
caddie’s shoulder after winning his 
first major since his father died in May. 

He paid tribute to Earl Woods 
again, his voice steady this time. He 
even managed a wisecrack about 
how his father taught him to putt.

“I kept saying all day, ‘Just putt to 
the picture.’ He actually knew what 
he was talking about,” Woods said.

This celebration was routine. 
Woods plucked the ball out of 
the cup and put it in his pocket, 
thrust his fists in the air and gave a 
thumbs-up sign as he walked over 
to pick up the Wanamaker Trophy.

“This is sweet. This 
is really sweet,” he said.

He became the first player to 
win the PGA Championship 
twice on the same course. 

Woods outlasted Sergio Garcia 
by one shot at Medinah in 1999. 

This one was never close.
Woods twice made birdie putts 

over 40 feet, and the margin of victory 
might have been greater had he not 
aimed for the middle of the green and 
lagged for par over the closing holes.

Shaun Micheel won the battle for 
second place, about the only drama on 
a sunny afternoon outside Chicago.

Even the race for the 
Ryder Cup fizzled, with no 
change in the standings.

So much for those worries 
about Woods after he missed 
the cut at the U.S. Open. 

He now has won his last 
three tournaments, the first time 
he has done that in five years.

“Jack Nicklaus, he’s the only 
other guy I’ve ever seen who 
looks more comfortable leading 
on the back nine of a major 
than playing the first hole of a 
tournament,” Chris DiMarco said. 

“And that’s pretty scary. He 
just puts the hammer down.”

Nicklaus was home in North 
Palm Beach, Fla., watching 
his grandchildren play golf, 
but he saw enough of the final 
round on television to appreciate 
how easy Woods made it look.

“He’s that good,” Nicklaus said. 
“The guy is playing just great golf, 
terrific golf. From what I saw, he 
certainly was in total command.”

Nicklaus won his 18 
majors over 25 years. 

Woods has won 12 in his 
first 10 years on the PGA Tour, 
and there doesn’t appear to be 
anyone capable of stopping him.

Luke Donald was tied for the 
lead going into the final round at 
Medinah and didn’t make a single 
birdie, closing with a 74 to finish in 
a tie for third at 12-under 276 with 
Adam Scott (67) and Garcia (70).

“He’s just too good,” Micheel 
said after a 69, although he never 
got within five shots of Woods 

Woods becomes the first 
too win majors in two 
consecutive seasons

SEE TIGER - PAGE B14

Cal State Fullerton men’s 
soccer went about building team 
unity in an interesting way. Some 
teams go on retreats, others have 
boot camps; the Titans went to a 
seminar – a team-building seminar.

It was clear to first-year Head Coach 
Bob Ammann what the problem in 
last season’s 4-14-1 team was: attitude. 

The team never came together, 
played individualistically and 
formed cliques, some players said. 

The off-the-field problems made 
their way on to the pitch and the Titans 
finished the season on a 1-11 run, 
including a five-game losing streak. 

“The biggest thing I needed to do 
was change the outlook of the players,” 
said Ammann, who was an assistant 
on the team for 11 years. “Attitude 
is very important to me and I want 
the players to have that attitude.”

Ammann took the Titans to a team-
building seminar at Long Beach State. 
It was a bonding session, according 
to midfielder Marco Rodriguez.

“I had no idea what it was,” 
Rodriguez said. “We thought 
obstacle courses. We just didn’t 
know what type of obstacle courses.”

The players had to fall 
backward blindfolded, climb walls 
using each other and overcome 
situations as a team. It forced the 
players to trust every teammate.

“Now, it’s a whole new team,” 
Rodriguez said.  “Different players, 
(different) attitude. Spirits are up. 
Everybody likes everybody. No one 
is bickering. We can all hang with 
each other and there’s no cliques.”

England-born freshman Peter 
Klingman visited the team last year and 
saw the lack of team chemistry. The 
Andover, England native, however, 
says this year’s team is different.

“The team looks a lot more 
cohesive,” Klingman said. “There 
is no attitude. It was obvious that 
there were certain players that were 
pulling the team apart, but everyone 
seems to be working as a unit.”

Ammann wanted the players to 
realize that if they didn’t trust each 

other  that  winning  would  be difficult.
“I think they’ve started to buy 

into it,” Amman said. “It was 
important to change the culture.”

While the team’s culture 
changes, outside perception 
still remains the same.

The Titans were picked to finish 
next to last in the Big West by 
the conference’s six head coaches 
earlier this month. They finished 
one point ahead of Cal Poly, 
which only got 11, in the voting.

The Titans are 35-53-9 over the 
last five seasons, so it’s easy to see why 
the other coaches remain skeptical.

“In a way, it’s deserved,” Ammann 
said of the preseason prediction. 
“The reality of the matter is that 
the team here hasn’t been very 
successful the last few years.”

Still, Amman believes that this 
team is better than what it has shown. 

“That assessment would 
be the general public’s 
assessment,” Amman said. 

“That’s not the assessment 
by myself and my players.”

On top of changing the 
team’s attitude, Ammann also 
landed several high-profile 
recruits including Klingman. 

Also Gabriel and Michael 
Farfan were both on the U.S. 
under-17 national team and 
highlight the freshman class. 

The Titans also return five 
starters from last season’s team: 
goalkeeper Kevin Puder, defenders 
Taylor Sheldrick, German 
Moreno, 6-foot-4 Amir Shafil 
and forward Eugene Brooks. 

So this is a whole new 
team, the players say. 

“[The coaches who voted] haven’t 
seen our new players and how well we 
worked together,” Sheldrick said. “We 
will definitely finish better than fifth.” 

First year Head Coach 
Bob Ammann attempts 
to infuse new attitude 

Domination is 
the Name of the 
Game for Tiger

Titan Men’s Soccer Working Towards Better Times

By CARLOS dELGAdO/ For the daily Titan

GATHER UP - Cal State Fullerton men’s soccer team warms up in a circle 
before practice. The Titans are looking for more positive changes as new Head 
Coach Bob Ammann takes over and takes action to change the culture of 
previous Titan teams.  

SEE SOCCER - PAGE B13

Angels 
Roll Over 
Hapless 

Mariners
Sweep gives team some 
confidence before facing 
Boston and New York

Associated Press

The Seattle Mariners have tried 
just about everything to end their 
losing skid. They even started Ichiro 
Suzuki in center field on Sunday.

Nothing has worked.
Chone Figgins singled home the 

winning run in the ninth inning 
and the Los Angeles Angels beat 
Seattle 3-2 Sunday to send the 
Mariners to their 11th straight loss.

“Miserable comes to mind. The 
others you can’t print,” manager Mike 
Hargrove said, trying to describe the 
skid. “It’s a good time for a day off. 
Our guys have shown up every day 
to play, no matter the circumstances. 
Eventually, this thing will end.”

Seattle’s losing streak is its longest 
since September 1992, when the 
Mariners dropped a club-record 
14 straight. All 11 losses have 
come on this road trip, the first 
winless trip of 11 or more games 
in the franchise’s 30-year history.

“I don’t know if there’s a word 
to describe it,” said Seattle closer 
J.J. Putz, who surrendered Figgins’ 
hit. “There’s been games where 
we haven’t played very well, and 
games where we’ve played really 
well and just didn’t get the `W.’”

The Mariners have lost 20 straight 
games against AL West opponents, 
extending their major league record 
for consecutive losses within a team’s 
own division and tying the mark 
for consecutive losses against any 
division. The Montreal Expos lost 20 
straight against the NL West in 1969, 
according to the Elias Sports Bureau.

“They’ve obviously hit a rough 
spot in the last couple of weeks,” 
Angels manager Mike Scioscia said. 
“But you learn something very 
quickly in this game, nobody is 
going to feel sorry for you. It’s 
just the nature of baseball.”

Putz (2-1) came in with two out in 
the eighth after reliever Rafael Soriano 
gave up a walk to Orlando Cabrera 
and a single to Vladimir Guerrero. 
Garret Anderson, the Angels’ career 
RBI leader, greeted Putz with an 
opposite-field single to left that 
brought home Cabrera to tie it at 2.

Reggie Willits led off the ninth 
with a single against Putz, advanced 
on Jose Molina’s sacrifice bunt and 
came home when Figgins singled to 
left on the next pitch. The loss was 
Putz’s first since Aug. 12, 2005, when 
the Angels beat him in Anaheim.

“I was surprised that it 
found a hole,” Figgins said. 

“The ball I hit before that, I 
lined out to shortstop. I was 
thinking, if (Yuniesky) Betancourt 
catches this one, I’m going to 
go chasing him on the field.”

Brendan Donnelly (3-0) pitched 
1 2/3 scoreless innings of relief for 
the win, allowing an infield hit.

Angels starter Ervin Santana, 
who surrendered three home runs 
Tuesday in a no-decision at Texas, 
served up Richie Sexson’s 26th drive 
of the season in the fourth inning. 
The Angels got a run closer in 
the sixth on consecutive doubles by 
Cabrera and Guerrero with none out.

Santana gave up two runs, four 
hits and five walks over seven 
innings while striking out six. 

By JAIME CÁRdENAS
Daily Titan Asst. News Editor

jcardenas@dailytitan.com


